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Protein-protein interactions play important roles in signal transduction, chemical catal-
ysis, cell metabolism, membrane transport, muscle contraction and more. While many of
these interactions can be understood as two-body interactions, other important properties
can emerge when large numbers of molecules interact together. In this dissertation, we inves-
tigate three such systems. We find that a common characteristic in the emergent behavior
is interactions occurring on multiple length and energy scales.
Biomolecular condensates appear throughout the cell serving a wide variety of functions.
Many condensates form by interactions between multivalent proteins, which produce phase-
separated networks with liquidlike properties. We use a model system of poly-SUMO and
poly-SIM proteins in which the basic unit of assembly is a zipperlike filament due to the
interaction of alternating poly-SUMO and poly-SIM molecules. These filaments have defects
of unsatisfied bonds that allow crosslinking for both the formation of a 3D network and the
recruitment of additional molecules, called clients. We observe a nonmonotonic client binding
response that can be tuned independently by the client valence and binding energy. These
results show how the interactions within liquid states can be disordered yet still contain
structural features that provide functionality to the condensate.
The nucleolus is a large membrane-less organelle in the nucleus which is responsible for the
assembly of ribosomes. We have developed models to understand how interactions among
major proteins assist pre-ribosomal assembly and proper rRNA folding in the nucleolus.
The first of these models describes the electrostatic interaction between two major nucleolar
proteins (NPM1 and SURF6-N) as a driving force for the phase separation in the nucleolus.
The second model describes the role of NPM1 as a chaperone in the rRNA folding process.
We have developed analytic, numerical, and computational methods which confirm that
NPM1 lowers the zipper barrier to unzip misfolded rRNA.
Protein aggregation is a major problem in drug formulation for the pharmaceutical in-
dustry. Antibody molecules form elongated complexes due the interaction between their do-
mains. These complexes entangle with each other causing a sharp rise in viscosity of solution.
To reduce the production cost, we need to predict the viscous behavior of molecules in the
early stages of drug development. We develop a method to use dilute solution measurements
to predict the antibody viscosity. We translate the strength of self-association measured by
dilute solution experiments (ACSINS, DLS) into the binding affinity of molecules. A theo-
retical model based on entanglement physics predicts viscosity from these binding affinities.
Predictions are in good agreement with the test set of molecules with a few outliers. Using
the theoretical model, we predict the physical mechanism of these outliers, and we have
proposed solutions to account for these mechanisms in a refined method.
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Abstract
Protein-protein interactions play important roles in signal transduction, chemical catal-
ysis, cell metabolism, membrane transport, muscle contraction and more. While many of
these interactions can be understood as two-body interactions, other important properties
can emerge when large numbers of molecules interact together. In this dissertation, we inves-
tigate three such systems. We find that a common characteristic in the emergent behavior
is interactions occurring on multiple length and energy scales.
Biomolecular condensates appear throughout the cell serving a wide variety of functions.
Many condensates form by interactions between multivalent proteins, which produce phase-
separated networks with liquidlike properties. We use a model system of poly-SUMO and
poly-SIM proteins in which the basic unit of assembly is a zipperlike filament due to the
interaction of alternating poly-SUMO and poly-SIM molecules. These filaments have defects
of unsatisfied bonds that allow crosslinking for both the formation of a 3D network and the
recruitment of additional molecules, called clients. We observe a nonmonotonic client binding
response that can be tuned independently by the client valence and binding energy. These
results show how the interactions within liquid states can be disordered yet still contain
structural features that provide functionality to the condensate.
The nucleolus is a large membrane-less organelle in the nucleus which is responsible for the
assembly of ribosomes. We have developed models to understand how interactions among
major proteins assist pre-ribosomal assembly and proper rRNA folding in the nucleolus.
The first of these models describes the electrostatic interaction between two major nucleolar
proteins (NPM1 and SURF6-N) as a driving force for the phase separation in the nucleolus.
The second model describes the role of NPM1 as a chaperone in the rRNA folding process.
We have developed analytic, numerical, and computational methods which confirm that
NPM1 lowers the zipper barrier to unzip misfolded rRNA.
Protein aggregation is a major problem in drug formulation for the pharmaceutical in-
dustry. Antibody molecules form elongated complexes due the interaction between their do-
mains. These complexes entangle with each other causing a sharp rise in viscosity of solution.
To reduce the production cost, we need to predict the viscous behavior of molecules in the
early stages of drug development. We develop a method to use dilute solution measurements
to predict the antibody viscosity. We translate the strength of self-association measured by
dilute solution experiments (ACSINS, DLS) into the binding affinity of molecules. A theo-
retical model based on entanglement physics predicts viscosity from these binding affinities.
Predictions are in good agreement with the test set of molecules with a few outliers. Using
the theoretical model, we predict the physical mechanism of these outliers, and we have
proposed solutions to account for these mechanisms in a refined method.
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Inter-molecular interactions are crucial for the existence of life because nearly all processes
in biology depends on the intermolecular interactions between macromolecules such as pro-
tein, DNA, RNA and lipids1. These macromolecules interact with each other by a variety
of forces (van der Walls forces, electrostatic forces, hydrophobic interactions, dipole-dipole
interaction, etc.). The structure of molecules and the location of chemical groups encode
binding specificity and catalytic properties. Biomolecules become functional when they in-
teract with binding partners but their functionality may differ depending on their binding
partners and binding locations. The same protein molecule may exhibit different functions
when it interacts with different biomolecules. Interactions at the two-body level are well
studied and their structure-function properties are well understood. However, it is now clear
that many-body interactions are also important in biology.
It has been observed from experiments that some cellular processes may require many
biomolecules. Many cellular structures are formed by the spontaneous condensation of
biomolecules into liquid droplets, often through liquid-liquid phase separation2;3.These con-
densates may contain hundreds of molecules. The molecules that contribute most strongly
to phase separation show high interaction valence and high connectivity to other molecules.
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Many body interactions can also lead to several unwanted outcomes. Protein phase separa-
tion or aggregation as a result of protein-protein interaction can be toxic and cause diseases4;5
including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease , Huntington’s disease, eye lens cataract,
sickle cell anemia, etc. Even in vitro many-body interactions can be important. In drug
formulation, delivery and manufacturing constraints can require very high concentration.
At high concentration, protein-protein interactions can change the solution properties, for
instance, high concentration antibodies will often have very high viscosity. Protein crystals
are also an outcome of protein–protein interaction6. Protein aggregation is another exam-
ple of many-body interactions causing problems in drug formulation for the pharmaceutical
industry.
This thesis is about many-body interactions in biomolecular systems. In the concentrated
regime, biomolecules can interact with each other by different intermolecular interactions.
Here, we focus on two types of many-body systems.
(a) Phase separated condensates: Eukaryotic cells organize biological processes using or-
ganelles, many of these are enclosed by membranes but there are also several that do not
have membranes. Stress granules, nucleoli, P-bodies, cajal bodies, PML nuclear bodies are
some examples of membraneless organelles7–11. While these membraneless organelles have
been known for decades, only recently has it become clear that they have liquid properties
and appear to form by liquid-liquid phase separation2;3. Possible functions for membraneless
organelles includes sequestration of harmful components, storage of useful biomolecules and
speeding up biochemical reactions3;9;12–15.
Membraneless organelles contain tens to hundreds of different biomolecules of which a
few, called scaffolds, are essential for formation of the condensates. Scaffolds also recruit the
remaining molecules, called clients, with the total composition providing functionality7;13. To
explore the physics of membraneless organelles, Rosen and co-workers engineered polySUMO
and polySIM proteins. In the SUMO/SIM system, there are two deccavalent scaffolds,
polySUMO and polySIM, composed of modules connected by short disordeded linkers of
twelve amino acids. In addition, there are low valence SUMO and SIM employed as client
molecules. Rosen and co-workers found that an interesting non-monotonic client binding
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response as a function of scaffold proportions that we are able to explain with our theory.
The nucleolus is one of the largest and most prominent membraneless organelles in the
cell nucleus. The nucleolus has become an attractive system in recent years because it is the
site of major cellular processes such as DNA transcription, RNA processing, pre-ribosomal
assembly16–18 etc. The nucleolus has three sub-compartments with known function19. DNA
transcription to produce rRNA occurs at the central layer, rRNA pre-processing and mod-
ification occurs in the middle layer, and the outermost layer assembles ribosomal subunits.
The major biomolecules involved in pre-ribosomal assembly are NPM1, SURF6 and rRNA.
After assembly in the nucleolus, ribosomal subunits are exported to the cytoplasm where
they form a mature ribosome. Ribosomes produce proteins in the form of a linear chain or
random coil of polypeptides20.
(b) Formulation of antibody: Therapeutic anitbodies have been developed to treat several
human diseases21;22 and their importance has grown day by day. Subcutaneous adminis-
tration is the favored method of drug delivery to patients with chronic diseases for which
frequent dosing is necessary. Limited volume available in the subcutaneous space requires
high concentrations of antibody drugs, which can lead to the high viscosity23. The high vis-
cosity not only increases the injection time but also pain at the injection sites24. Hence, high
viscosity of antibody formulations is a major problem in drug development. There are many
factors that affect the viscosity of protein solution, such as concentration, pH, ionic strength,
charge, shear rate, temperature, molecular shape, and protein-protein interactions25–28. We
need to understand the physical mechanisms of high viscosity to provide guidance in drug
development. It is difficult to mitigate high viscosity once a drug is developed, therefore,
successful prediction of viscosity at early stages of development would reduce manufacturing
costs. There are several existing computational and experimental tools to predict antibody
viscosity. Existing computational tools have very low resolution because they use machine
learning techniques or empirical methods to predict viscosity. Existing experiments measure
the strength of interaction in dilute solution (two-body effects) but have difficulty accounting
for many-body interactions that drive viscosity. Here, we develop a method that connects
the two-body measurements with many-body viscosity.
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Despite the major difference in these systems, a common theme has been emerged. We
find that in all cases we study, important properties emerge from the combination of two-body
interactions and mony-body interactions. Experiments performed at the scale of two-body
interaction cannot explain many-body properties and the experiment at the scale of many-
body interaction cannot account for two-body effects. We study here the combined effect of
these multiple interactions on three different systems. As a result of the multiple interactions,
these system have a hierarchical structure,i.e., strong interactions form molecular complexes
and weak interactions drive many-body effects.
1.2 Dissertation outline
In chapter two, we study the assembly of SUMO/SIM condensates, a synthetic system de-
signed to explore the properties of membrane-less organelles.
Chapter three explores how the concurrent pre-ribosomal assembly and rRNA folding
process occurs in the nucleolus. In this chapter, we briefly explain how a protein (NPM1),
drives the phase separation and acts as the chaperone for rRNA folding.
In chapter four, we discuss how dilute solution measurements can be used as an effective
way to predict antibody viscosity at early stages of drug development. We have developed
an hypothesis that connects dilute solution measurements (two-body effects) to the viscosity
(many-body effects) of the molecules.






The human body is comprised of trillions of cells. Each cell has numerous organelles which
perform various functions. Many of these organelles in eukaryotic cell are not enclosed by
a membrane, for instance, Stress granules, Nucleoli, P bodies, Cajal bodies, PML nuclear
bodies and so on7–11. These cellular bodies are micron-sized assemblies of protein and often
RNA found in cytoplasm and nucleoplasm2;29. The function of membraneless organelles are
still unclear but it is hypothesized that cells produce them in order to concentrate biochemical
reactions, to sequester harmful components, to store of useful bio-molecules, and to enhance
signaling pathways3;9;12–15 . Many of them display the liquid-like properties, such as, spherical
shape, the ability to flow and they coalesce upon contact with each other3;29.
These properties along with the observation that they form by the spontaneous con-
densation of bio-molecules, has led to the suggestion that they are a form of liquid-liquid
phase transition2;3. Liquid-Liquid phase separation (LLPS) is a thermodynamically driven
phenomenon in which a homogeneous solution of molecules separates into two distinct liq-
uid phases, with different solute concentrations. In LLPS, molecules can diffuse within the
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dense phases or between the dense and dilutes phases because these phases are in equilibrium.
LLPS depends mainly on the temperature, type and concentration of molecules, and interac-
tion among solute and solvent molecules. While these condensates may contain hundreds of
different molecules, typically only a small number of molecules with high interaction valence
and high connectivity to other molecules contribute strongly to phase separation30–32. These
are said to have “scaffold-like” properties depending on how strongly they promote phase
separation. They are main components essential for structural integrity of cellular bod-
ies. In another words, they are building block of cellular bodies. The remaining molecules,
which exhibit “client-like” properties, are recruited through interactions with scaffolds7;13.
Together, the collection of molecules in a condensate determines its functionality.
Since the molecules driving phase separation are multivalent, polymer-like species, many
treatments of condensate formation are based on polymer theories5;33–35. In particular,
scaffold condensation can be understood as the interaction between attractive “stickers”
separated by inert “spacers”35;36. These efforts explain universal features of condensates,
such as how multivalency can amplify the effect of weak interactions to tune the phase
coexistence line to lie within physiologically relevant regions of phase space (e.g. physiological
concentrations)5. However, condensates have been shown to perform diverse functions, and
the evolutionary pressure to optimize these specific functions implies that there will also
be non-universal features3;9;12–15. This begs the question of how the disordered network of
interactions within a liquid structure can affect its properties.
The disorder in biomolecular condensates poses a challenge for structural biology to
determine what features of the assembly are functionally relevant. In previous work, our
research group showed that analytic theory can be used to deduce structural features in
these systems8. This approach is analogous to conventional methods like NMR and crys-
tallography in that experimental constraints are used to refine a structural model. A major
difference is that the model does not specify spatial coordinates, but instead, describes the
network connectivity. This is encoded in a free energy model that uses system-specific order
parameters to capture structural features as well as regions that remain disordered.
Here we apply this approach to condensates formed by poly-SUMO and poly-SIM, a
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram displays client recruitment. The assembly of scaffolds (poly-
SUMO/polySIM at different stoichiometric ratios) recruits the client (red fluorescently la-
beled protein SIM, 100 nM). The client recruitment is observed only on the side of diagonal
where its cognate scaffold was in stoichiometric excess in solution. Adapted with permission
from Banani et al. Copyright 2016 by the Cell.
synthetic system composed of repeating units of either SUMO or its binding partner, SIM,
that was developed to study the recruitment of client molecules (Fig 2.1)7. In SUMO/SIM
system, scaffolds of the same kind do not interact and undergo phase separation, so that only
mixture of both scaffolds, poly-SUMO and poly-SIM, form condensates7. SUMO is the Small
Ubiquitin-like Modifier protein which has ∼ 100 amino acids and ∼ 12kDa molecular weight,
and SIM is SUMO Interaction Motif which has ∼ 23 amino acids and ∼ 3kDa molecular
weight. poly-SUMO and poly-SIM both are formed by ten repeats of SUMO protein and SIM
protein respectively. In both poly-SUMO and poly-SIM, the modules are separated by a Gly-
and Ser-rich short, disordered linker of 12 amino acids. SUMO protein has folded domain
while SIM is the intrinsically disordered protein. This system captures the features of the
common sticker-and-spacer topology, and the 1:1 binding stoichiometry between SUMO and
SIM modules eliminates the ambiguity in identifying the sticker moieties that complicates
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the study of natural systems. The experimental system also includes constructs containing
only 1, 2, or 3 SUMO or SIM repeats, which one considered to be clients of the SIM and
SUMO scaffolds respectively.
We find that SUMO/SIM condensates have a zipper-like microstructure that differs from
the brush-like microstructure of SPOP/DAXX or the random network of FUS-like pro-
teins8;35. This microstructure dictates how client recruitment varies with changes in valence
and affinity, and suggests that the composition, and thus function, of a condensate can
be changed through modulation of its internal structure independent of its propensity to
undergo phase separation. These results show how functionally relevant structures can be
embedded within liquid-like disorder.
Based on these results, we propose a general model in which functional properties emerge
from hierarchical assembly within a condensate. In this model, strong interactions drive the
formation of molecular complexes with functional properties. These complexes then condense
into a fluid state via weaker interactions. This combination of strong and weak interactions
combines the best features of both interactions modes. Strong interactions provide the
structural specificity needed for functional properties to emerge, while weaker interactions
allow the formation of a high density state without the kinetic arrest that would accompany
assembly driven strictly by strong interactions.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Zipper-like filaments allow most modules to form bonds
within a sparse network.
Our initial attempts to model SUMO/SIM condensates employed Flory-Huggins theory with
three components representing SUMO, SIM, and solvent. Flory-Huggins is a lattice mean-
field model representing a maximally disordered system. We refer to Flory-Huggins and
similar theories for associative polymers35–37 as “random network” models, reflecting the
fact that each binding site randomly searches the nearby volume for interaction partners,
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which results in uncorrelated binding. The Flory-Huggins lattice constant is determined
by the dimensions of the macromolecular repeat units. In this case, estimates for the linker
radius of gyration and module size yield repeat units on the order of 3 nm. We found that any
realistic combination of interaction parameters, which account for excluded volume, binding
energies, and spacer entropy, yields lattice occupancies of at least 70%, and usually much
greater. With a 3 nm lattice constant, this corresponds to a droplet module concentration
on the order of 50 mM, much greater than the observed concentration of ∼ 2 mM7. To
account for the finite valence of the SUMO and SIM modules, we modified our model for
SPOP/DAXX assemblies to account for decavalent scaffolds and, again, obtained results
consistent with a dense phase module concentration near 50 mM. Electrostatic repulsion
was considered as a swelling mechanism and rejected on the grounds that the repeat unit
dimensions are greater than the ∼ 1 nm Debye screening length, which eliminates long range
interactions (short range effects are accounted for in the module binding affinity).
Gap Defects
Sticky End Defects
Figure 2.2: a) Random crosslinked-like structure. b) Zipper-like structure.
The experimentally measured module concentration implies that the volume per decava-
lent scaffold is (2 nM/10)−1 ' (20 nm)3. Since, this is larger than the random walk volume
of a scaffold, this separation would allow only a small fraction of intermolecular bonds to be
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satisfied if the molecules are randomly oriented. For bond energies strong enough to drive
phase separation, on the order of kBT , the penalty for this many unsatisfied bonds is pro-




(a) Scaffolds and clients
Gap defects
Clients
Overlap defect (not considered)
(b) Zippers and defects





Figure 2.3: Poly-SUMO and poly-SIM assemble into zipper-like filaments. (a) SUMO/SIM
droplets are composed of decavalent scaffolds and clients of valence 1, 2, and 3. (b) Inter-
molecular bonding is most efficient when the scaffolds align to form zipper-like structures.
The zippers have bonding defects including sticky ends and gaps. Overlap defects are also
possible but neglected in our calculation. (c) Zipper defects provide binding sites to recruit
clients or (d) assemble the zippers into a 3D network. The short linker connecting modules
favors consecutive bonds with the same molecule rather than the formation of a random net-
work.
The alternative to randomly oriented scaffolds is that SUMO/SIM networks satisfy most
binding sites by aligning the scaffolds (Fig 2.2b). Therefore, we developed a theory to
describe aligned molecules. Fig. 2.3a,b shows a model where the molecules are aligned to
form zipper-like structures. By comparing the predictions of this model to the experiments
of7 we can learn the extent to which this “zipper model” describes SUMO/SIM condensates.
Thermal fluctuations require that SUMO/SIM zippers will have defects in the bonding
structure that provide recruitment sites for clients as well as enable the 1D filaments to
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assemble into a 3D network (Fig. 2.3c,d). Therefore, the properties of the zippers determine
the properties of the larger scale droplets. Notably, the defects will have a spacing on the
order of the scaffold dimension, consistent with the (20 nm)−3 scaffold concentration. Fig.
2.3b shows two defects considered in this work, gaps and sticky ends, as well as an overlap
defect that we neglect. Overlap defects incur a binding energy penalty identical to a gap,
but are further suppressed by the steric clash between the two modules competing for the
same binding partner. Therefore, we expect, and our results confirm, that sticky ends and
gaps are the dominant defect in the zipper structure.
2.2.2 The filament partition function can be calculated with trans-
fer matrices.
Due to the 1D nature of the zippers, their properties can be conveniently calculated using
a transfer matrix formalism38;39. To illustrate this approach, consider a tetravalent (v = 4)
system (in subsequent calculations we use v = 10 to compare to the experiments of7) and
define QN(j) as the partition function of a filament containing N molecules that terminates
with a sticky end of j unpaired sites. Next, we construct a v− 1 dimensional vector, V(N),
whose elements are the statistical weights QN(j) for sticky ends of each length, j. This vector
obeys a recursion relation V(N + 1) = MiV(N), where the transfer matrix Mi generates






















where ε is the SUMO-SIM binding free energy (all energies are expressed in units of kBT )
and zi is the fugacity of the added molecule. Matrix elements below the antidiagonal leave
gap defects which can bind clients or form crosslinks with other filaments. This is accounted
for by the gap partition function gi(m), where m is the size of the gap. Since we have
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two scaffold molecules, the grand partition function for a filament of N + 1 poly-SUMO
and N + 1 poly-SIM molecules can be generated by alternately applying the matrices for
the two species and applying vectors VL/R to collapse the matrix product into a scalar
polynomial (see Appendix). This operation is given by QN+1 = VL(MUMI)
NVR, where the





















Figure 2.4: Model parameters are obtained from poly-SUMO/poly-SIM dimerization exper-
iments. Plot of the dimer association constant, K2v, vs. the valence, v. The module binding
free energy, ε, is obtained from the slope of lnK2v (blue line), while the intercept provides
the reference concentration c0. Clients (mono-, bi-, or trivalent SIM) have a lower binding
affinity than scaffolds in the droplet phase, which we attribute to steric interactions between
the network and the fluorescent labels. We account for this with a free energy offset, fRFP,
for clients in the dense phase (purple line).
The most important parameter in Eq. 2.3 is the module binding affinity ε, which can
be obtained from dilute solution measurements7 as follows. Consider the dimer associa-




Appendix), where c2v is the concentration of scaffold dimer. Here the reference concen-
tration c0 gives the equilibrium constant appropriate units and enters the matrix formal-
ism through the fugacity zi = ci/c0 (valid for dilute solution when the monomer free en-
ergy is set to zero). The dimerization free energy is given by the dimer partition function
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e−∆F2 = e−vε(1 + 2eε + . . .+ 2e(v−1)ε), where the terms represent the perfectly aligned state
and successively larger mis-alignments. Plotting lnK2v vs. v (Fig. 2.4), we can extract
ε = −2.23 kBT from the slope and c0 = 64 µM from the intercept. Note that ε accounts for
both the binding affinity between modules, as well as the entropic cost of constraining the
connecting spacers.
To compute solution properties we construct the grand partition function









where the first two terms represent the monomers, the third term represents the perfectly
aligned dimer, and the two sums represent filaments starting with SUMO and SIM respec-
tively. The matrices Mi and end vectors V are given in the Appendix.
2.2.3 Transfer matrix formalism enumerates all the ways to assem-
ble a 1D filament of alternating poly-SUMO and poly-SIM
molecules.
Transfer matrices are the technique to compute the interaction between nearby locations in
1D systems. In Quantum Mechanics, transfer matrices are used to compute 1D wavefront.
Here, we apply them to compute the partition function of scaffold chains. In another words,
when a scaffold is added in scaffold complexes of order n, transfer matrix accounts all possible
ways of n+1 order scaffold assembly formation. Transfer matrix conveys all information
about scaffold-scaffold binding, defect sites and scaffold-client binding.
A graphical representation of transfer matrix for poly SUMO (four repeats of SUMO)/poly
SIM (four repeats of SIM) is shown in Fig 2.5.
The column vector in the right hand side of Fig.2.5 represents the end state of a scaffold
filament which has three possible state overlaps. The red overhang allows further growth.
The next blue scaffold can bind to the red overhang in up to three possible ways (shown in




Figure 2.5: The graphical representation of transfer matrix: Transfer matrix generates the
possible states upon the addition of a molecules to the filaments.
possibilities are depicted in the matrix elements. After the blue molecules is added, there are
again three possible states for the ends of the filament, which are depicted by the cartoons
in the left vectors.
Figure 2.6: First Possibility: The added blue scaffold may occupy all three end defects on
the red scaffolds.
To determine the statistical weight of each molecules addition event, we consider each of
the outcomes for a starting overhangs of three units. The first possibility is that each of three
sticky end defects are occupied by blue scaffold (Fig.2.6). This does not create gap defect
and blue scaffold now has only one new sticky end defect (see Fig.2.6). The corresponding
matrix elements is given by zi exp
−3ε.
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Figure 2.7: Second Possibility: The added blue scaffold may occupy two of three end defects
on the red scaffolds.
In the second possibility, just two of three red sticky ends are occupied by blue scaffold
(Fig.2.7). Here, assembly create one gap defect and blue scaffold currently has two new
sticky end defects (see Fig2.7). The corresponding matrix element is given by zi exp
−2ε gi(1)
where gi(1) is the gap partition function for a single defect in the filament which we discuss
in next section.
Figure 2.8: Third Possibility: The added blue scaffold may occupy only a defect on the red
scaffolds.
The final possibility, only one of the three red sticky end defects are occupied by the
blue scaffold (Fig.2.8). This outcome creates two gap defects and the blue scaffold now has
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three new sticky end defects (see Fig.2.8). The corresponding matrix element is given by
zi exp
−ε gi(2) where gi(2) is the gap partition function for two defects in the filament (see
next section).
These three cases give last column components of transfer matrix. Similarly, we can write






















Since we are examining the client binding behavior with an arrangement of polySUMO
and polySIM, both have ten repeats of scaffolds, we need transfer matrix for poly SUMO
(ten repeats of SUMO)/poly SIM (ten repeats of SIM) system which is shown in Appendix.
2.2.4 Clients can bind to filament defects.
We next examined how the structural properties of scaffold assemblies in the droplet and
bulk phases influence partitioning of mono-, di-, and trivalent SIM molecules employed as
clients by Banani et al.7. In particular, we sought to understand the curious observation that
high-valence clients show non-monotonic partitioning behavior as the SUMO/SIM scaffold
ratio changes7. To account for the recruitment of clients to the droplet we add client binding
to the gap partition function. The form of the gap partition function depends on the valence
and the concentration, ccl, of the clients as follows.
a) Monovalent Client: Monovalent clients can occupy any defect in the filament. We
consider each monovalent client can occupy these defects independently. In case there are
m defects in the filament, total gap partition function for monovalent clients is given by
g(m) = (1 + (ccl/c0)e
−(ε+fRFP))m (2.4)
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Figure 2.9: Monovalent Clients occupy the defects independently.
First terms in gap partition function stands for a defect not occupied by a monovalent
client and the second term stands for the deformity occupied by monovalent client. While
the binding energies in Eq. 2.4 is same as those for the scaffolds due to the same underlying
SUMO-SIM interaction, the binding affinity of clients is lower in the droplet than in the
bulk7. We attribute this to the entropy cost of confining the bulky RFP fluorescent tag
within the droplet network. This steric penalty is included in our model with the factor
fRFP. A least squares fit of the client partitioning yields fRFP = +3.15 kBT (Fig. 2.4). fRFP
is the only free parameter in our model.
b) Divalent Client: Divalent client occupy two defects. If there is only one defect in a
scaffold, it can not be occupied by divalent clients. But if there are two or more defects in
row, none of them might be occupied or the defects sites could bind any number of divalent
client up to the half of the defects. If a scaffold has m defects, they can bind 0, 1, 2...m/2
















is the total number
of ways Nc divalent client could be bound with m defects. This degeneracy factor is com-
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puted below.
Figure 2.10: Divalent Client: The binding entropy of the clients in a gap arises from the
degeneracy of arranging the clients and unbound sites.
c) Trivalent Client: Trivalent clients require three or more defects in row. If a scaffold
has m defects, they can bind 0, 1, 2...m/3 trivalent clients. For a given number of m defects,
















is the total number
of ways Nc trivalent client could be bound with m defects.
In conclusion, each gap site is independent in the case of monovalent clients, which gives
a simple binomial with the two terms representing the empty and client-bound states. For
multivalent clients we have the more involved process of counting the number of ways to
add Nc clients to m sites and summing over the number of clients that will fit in a gap.
The binding entropy of clients in a gap arises from the degeneracy of arranging the clients
and unbound sites. We can treat the clients and vacancies as two particle types. When Nc
clients of valence v bind to a gap of m sites, there are Nv = m − vNc unoccupied sites. So
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Figure 2.11: Trivalent Client: As client valence increases the binding entropy of clients in
a gap decreases.
the total number of particles is Nt = Nc+Nv = m− (v−1)Nc. The number of permutations
is, therefore, the number of ways to select Nv particles from Nt positions. This degeneracy
gives the binomial coefficients appearing in Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 The condensed phase has structural features emerging on
different length scales.
On length scales larger than the scaffold dimension the droplet resembles a random network
of zippers (Fig. 2.3d). On this scale the only structural feature is the mesh size, which is
determined by the crosslink density. Since the zipper motif fully satisfies the SUMO and
SIM binding sites, the crosslinks can only form at defect sites. This limits the affinity of
crosslink bonds, so the crosslinks are relatively weak and rapidly break and reform due to
thermal fluctuations. This rapid reconfiguration is responsible for the liquid properties of the
dense phase. In contrast, the cooperative binding within the zipper gives them a persistent
structure that provides crucial functional characteristics. The zippers have considerable
19
disorder, due to the many ways that the scaffolds can be aligned, but the essential structural
features can be described by two quantities.
Defect density
The first is the defect density, which describes the capacity of the filaments to bind clients
or crosslink into a 3D network. Using the substitution gi(m) = g
m so that g is the statistical
weight of an unbound module, the density of unpaired sites per scaffold molecule is given by
ρg = N
−1
tot g∂ lnQ/∂g. This gives ρg ' 0.6 unbound sites per decavalent scaffold at equimolar
























Figure 2.12: Filament length and defect density depend on stoichiometry. (a) At equal
stoichiometry most scaffolds are fully bound resulting in few defects. As the stoichiometric
imbalance increases, the number of unbound SUMO modules increases while the number of
unbound SIM sites decreases.
Using this defect density, the zippers can be described in the sticker/spacer framework
where the defects are stickers and the spacers are zippers with a length of 10/ρg ' 17
modules. The expected radius of gyration of these spacers is ∼ (3 nm)
√
17 ∼ 12nm, which
is consistent with, but somewhat smaller than, the 20 nm average molecular spacing. If we













Weighted 0.59 1.25 1.76 2.09 2.31
50 60 70 80 90
SUMO Module Concentration(µM)
Table 2.1: Average SUMO/SIM defect density
to radius of gyration (∼ 12nm), it gives the expected droplet density (∼ 4500µm). The
experimental droplet density is about 2500− 2900µm. We attribute this discrepancy to the
fact that not every defect will be involved in a crosslink and zippers will be less flexible than
individual scaffolds due to the double linkage and increased charge density, so the spacer
radius of gyration will be larger than our 12 nm estimate.
Total average length of zipper
The second useful quantity to describe the zipper structure is the average number of scaffolds
in a zipper. Here, we calculate the length of chain/assembly as the function of scaffold module
concentration. Since related exploratory work7 has done in certain scaffold concentration
range, polySUMO and polySIM sfaffold module vary from 50µM to 90µM in our calculations.
Calculation: Total grand partition function for zipper like structure is:































































Figure 2.13: Scaffold stoichiometry determines the average number of SUMO/SIM scaffolds
in the assembly.
Fig.2.13 and Fig.2.14 give average number of SUMO/SIM molecules and total average
length of an assembly for fixed SIM module concentration 50 µM and SUMO module con-
centration ranging from 50 µM -90 µM . For equal module concentration(50 µM SUMO/50
µM SIM), average number of molecules for both scaffold per assembly are equal and high
i.e. chain length is long because both scaffold are sufficient to bind each other. There is no
restriction to make chain through scaffold proportion. They make assembly longer up to the
point where binding interaction is sufficient to pay the entropy cost of recruiting additional
scaffolds. But as we go off slightly from equal module mixing (increase SUMO module con-
centration keeping SIM module fixed), average number of SUMO molecules per assembly
increases because excess module quickly finds one of the sticky ends but average number of
SIM molecules per assembly decreases. At higher scaffolds inequality, lower concentration
SIM scaffolds have to bind more highly concentrated SUMO scaffolds which is possible only
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Figure 2.14: The average length of filaments is a non-monotonic function of scaffold
stoichiometry. A small excess of one scaffold leads to an increase in the filament length
because unpaired scaffolds are available to stabilize sticky ends resulting from mis-aligned
states. Larger stoichiometric mismatches result in a decline in filament length, which provides
more sticky ends to bind the excess scaffold.
when the chains become more shorter. Our calculation shows that low concentration scaf-
folds can bind more of the high concentration scaffolds when chains become shorter. For
example, four red scaffolds can bind five blue scaffolds in a single chain but same number of
red scaffolds can bind eight blue scaffolds when forming many short chain (Fig.2.15).
Shorter Chain
Longer Chain
Figure 2.15: Larger stoichiometric mismatches prefers the shorter chain.
In conclusion, the most energetically favored state is the perfectly aligned dimer which
allows all binding sites to be satisfied (Fig. 2.3b). This competes with the misaligned states,
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which have a higher entropy due to the many possible alignments. This is particularly true
upon the formation of filaments with Ntot ≥ 3 because the unpaired sites can be distributed
throughout the filament rather than localized at the ends. At sufficiently high concentration
the entropic gain of misalignment can overcome the energetic cost of defects allowing the
formation of large assemblies.
2.3.2 Asymmetric scaffold stoichiometries promote filaments over
perfectly aligned dimers.
Monomer concentration variation
SUMO and SIM scaffolds interact and form filament assemblies. These filaments forms
droplet of higher density and leave other scaffolds in the dilute phase. Free monomer con-
centration varies with different ratios of scaffold mixing. Here we discuss the monomer
concentration variation for different scaffold module concentration ratios.
Calculation: The grand partition function for azipper is:









The total module concentraion of SUMO and SIM can be written in the following form from









For given value of discrete SUMO/SIM total module concentration, we have calculated
the monomer concentration for both SUMO/SIM scaffold (Fig.2.16). We observe from the
figure that
(a) If SUMO and SIM have equal module concentration, their monomer concentrations are
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equal but it is low (∼ 10−11) in comparison to module concentration(∼ 10−6).
(b) If there is asymmetry in Scaffold mixing, monomer concentration for the lower concen-
tration scaffold decreases (∼ 10−15) whereas the higher concentration scaffold’s monomer
concentration increases (∼ 10−6).
Sumo
SIM














Figure 2.16: Monomer concentration variation: Excess SUMO scaffold accumulates in
dilute phase and depletes the concentration of monomeric SIM scaffolds
It is observed from Fig.2.17 that chain length is long for equal module concentration. In
case there is a slight disparity in scaffold proportion, the abundance monomer quickly binds
with the assembly so that the chain length increases but if we increase further inequality in
scaffold mixing, lower concentration scaffold tries to bind as much as higher concentration
scaffold making chain length shorter and shorter but if there is large inequality in mixing,
lower concentrated scaffold are not adequate to bind more higher concentrated scaffold even
in the form of shortest assembly so that unbound higher concentration scaffold remains in
the solution.
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Large Inequality Small Inequality
Equal Module Very Small Inequality
Figure 2.17: Larger stoichiometric mismatches not only shortens the assembly length but
also leaves the large portion of free monomer in the solution.
Perfectly aligned dimer concentration variation
While writing up the grand partition function of our model, we have referenced that that
there is plausible of both scaffold to be perfectly aligned. Numerically it is addressed by
exp−nε cIcU .
For a fixed SIM module concentration [50µM ] and SUMO module ranging from 50µM −
90µM , the perfectly aligned dimer concentration variation is shown in Fig.2.18. It is ob-
served that this perfectly aligned dimer concentration is high for equal scaffold mixing but
that concentration decreases in case of scaffold inequality. This is because at equal module
concentration even N-mers are more favorable than odd N-mers. Among all even N-mers,
perfectly aligned dimer is most favorable. But at an unequal module concentration, odd
N-mers are more favorable than even N-mers.
Higher N-mers concentration variation
The assemblies of scaffolds contain higher N-mer terms (imperfectly aligned dimer, trimer,
tetramer, pentamer, hexamer, heptamer etc). Here we have studied their concentration
variation in both cases of equal and unequal scaffold mixing.
Fig. 2.19 shows the higher N-mers concentration for fixed SIM concentration [50µM ]
26































Figure 2.18: Perfectly aligned dimer concentration variation: equal module mixing favors
the perfectly aligned dimer whereas stoichiometric mismatches depletes their concentration.























Figure 2.19: Nmers concentration variation: filament with equal number of SUMO and
SIM scaffolds are favored at symmetric mixing but unequal stoichiometries favors odd length
filaments.
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and variable SUMO concentraion (ranging from 50µM − 90µM). For equal module mixing
[ SUMO[50µM ] and SIM[50µM ]], even N-mers are more favorable than odd N-mers in light
of the fact that more binding interaction is achieved. We have to keep in mind that total
free energy of system not only depends on the free energy due to the binding interaction
but also on free energy due to entropy. Among even N-mers, perfectly aligned dimer is most
favorable because maximum binding interaction is accomplished. The hierarchy of remaining
even N-mers depends of their length. If length increases, they are less favorable because they
have to pay more entropy cost to sustain their length.
At unequal module concentration, odd N-mers are more favorable than even N-mers
because odd N-mers get additional free energy due to entropic arrangement than even N-
mers. There are excess monomers in the solution at unequal module concentration so that
excess monomers bind with assembly without paying any entropy cost. The hierarchy of odd
N-mers relies upon scaffold module proportion, i.e., scaffold module proportion determines
the favorable odd N-mers size with which free energy of the system is least. It is observed
that small sized odd n-mers are more favored as we go to large scaffold inequality.
Studying all these concentration mentioned above, it is concluded that the combined
behavior of the defect density and the filament length can be understood by looking at the
populations of different filament lengths (Fig. 2.19). At equal stoichiometries, the solution
is dominated by perfectly aligned dimers resulting in a small average complex size. This
is similar to the “magic number” effect seen in the simulations of EPYC1 and Rubisco
in which phase separation is inhibited when the concentration and valence of scaffolds are
matched40;41. At unequal stoichiometries the energetic penalty for misalignments is reduced
because excess scaffolds are available to bind one of the sticky ends, which facilitates the
formation of longer complexes. As the stoichiometry mismatch increases, the system becomes
dominated by odd-length complexes which are initially large before trimer (2:1 stoichiometry)
states dominate at large stiochiometric mismatches. The decrease in filament size at large
stoichiometric asymmetry can be understood as an abundance of filaments that have two
sticky ends of the same type, which prevents them from joining into larger assemblies. The
shortening of filaments causes an increase in sticky ends and, therefore, an increase in the
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concentration of defect sites (Fig. 2.12a). The defect density increases rapidly at first, then
slows at SUMO module concentrations above 70 µM as the 2:1 trimer begins to dominate.
2.3.3 Asymmetry in scaffold stoichiometry can only be accommo-
dated at the filament ends.
Our matrix formalism does not allow for direct calculation of the assembly of filaments into
a 3D network within the droplet. However, we can compute the ratio of SUMO to SIM
scaffold in the droplet by assuming that the monomer and perfectly aligned dimer remain in
the bulk solution, Qdilute = cU + cI + cUcIe−vε, while all other complexes are in the droplet,
Qdroplet = Q − Qdilute. The calculated stoichiometry is compared to the experimentally
measured droplet composition in Fig. 2.20a. The droplet SUMO/SIM ratio has downward
curvature indicating that the droplet is unable to accommodate the stoichiometry mismatch
of the bulk solution. This is a consequence of the filamentous structure because the interior
of the filament is constrained to a 1:1 stoichiometry, so stoichiometric imbalance can only be
accommodated at the filament ends. The filament calculation has somewhat more curvature
than the experimental ratio (Fig. 2.20a, solid line) suggesting that the approximation of
purely 1D assembly breaks down when the SUMO/SIM ratio is greater than ∼ 1.4. The
cause of the failure emerges upon comparing the monomer scaffold concentration (Fig. 2.16)
to the binding affinity of the modules, K1a = 10
5 M−1 7. This comparison reveals that when
the SUMO concentration exceeds 80 µM the monomer concentration is sufficiently high that
scaffold binding to gap defects cannot be neglected. A simple correction, allowing monovalent
binding to the gap defects (see Appendix), resolves the discrepancy (Fig. 2.20a, dashed line).
This calculation provides a valuable consistency check for our model. It shows that below
80:50 SUMO/SIM ratios the 1D zipper model provides an excellent representation of the
droplet. However, above this ratio the 1D model will underestimate the SUMO scaffold
content.
A related calculation is to compare the scaffold partition coefficient (PC), defined as

















Figure 2.20: Model captures the droplet scaffold composition observed in experiment. (a)
The ratio of poly-SUMO to poly-SIM (NU/NI) calculated from our theory agrees well with the
droplet stoichiometry in experiments. At high stoichiometric mismatches the approximation
of purely 1D filaments breaks down because the concentration of free scaffolds is high enough
to allow binding in the gaps. A correction accounting for monovalent scaffold-gap binding
(inset cartoon) resolves the discrepancy with experiment (dotted line). (b) Small stoichiomet-
ric mismatches promote increased scaffold accumulation in the droplet phase, but the trend
reverses as the average filament size drops. The discrepancy at 90 µM can be explained by
a breakdown of the 1D approximation as depicted in the cartoons of panel (a). In all panels
lines indicate theory and circles denote the experiments of Banani et al.
tional composition in each phase is Ni/(NU + NI), where i = U or I. In order to compare
with experiments we weight this quantity by the experimentally determined total module









where [Cbulktotal] and [C
droplet
total ] are the total module concentration in bulk and droplet phase
respectively7. The initial rise in the scaffold partitioning is due to the increase in filament
lengths, but the trend reverses with the accumulation of smaller filaments at large stoichio-
metric asymmetry. The excellent agreement between theory and experiment without free
parameters provides strong evidence supporting the zipper structural model. Notably, the
partition coefficients in Fig. 2.20b underestimate SUMO recruitment at 90 µM, which is
consistent with the breakdown of the 1D model observed in Fig. 2.20a,b.
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2.3.4 Filament defects compete with soluble scaffold molecules
for client binding.
The condensate formation due to the assembly of scaffolds might have two sorts of deformi-
ties. These defects are either end defects or gap defects. Clients are bound in these defects.
Not all clients bind in defects, it depends on their binding affinity. In this segment we will
sort out the extent of clients dividing into condensate and bulk.
Client partition coefficient is defined as the ratio of the concentration of client into the
droplets to the concentration of client in bulk.
Mathematically it is represented as
PC =
Concentration of client in droplets
Concentration of client in bulk
(2.14)
The schematic representation of PC is
Figure 2.21: Schematic represenation of PC
Total concentration of client in condensates is the sum of concentration of free clients in
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condensate and concentration of client bound in the defects. Similarly, total concentrations
of clients in the bulk is the sum of concentration of free client in bulk and the concentration
of clients bound with scaffolds remaining in the bulk.
PCcl =
[C freeclient]droplet + [C
bound
client ]droplet




where [C freeclient]droplet = [C
free
client]bulk are the free client concentrations in the droplet and bulk,
respectively, and [Cboundclient ]bulk and [C
bound
client ]droplet are the bound client concentration in the bulk
and droplet phase, respectively. Here, we have assumed that the monomer and perfectly
aligned dimer remain in solution/bulk state whereas the imperfectly aligned dimer and all
other longer complexes are in the droplets.
The total grand partition function of bulk/solution state is given by
Qsolution = Qmono +Qdimer
where first and second term are partition function for monomer state and perfectly aligned
dimer state respectively.
Similarly, grand partition function for assembly state is total grand partition function
minus grand partition function of solution i.e.
Qassembly = Qtotal −Qsolution
The average number of bound clients per scaffold is computed as ρc = N
−1
tot ccl∂ lnQdroplet/∂ccl.
The bound client concentration is obtained by multiplying ρc times the experimentally de-
termined scaffold concentration7 which is shown in Table 2.2. Similarly, the bound client
concentration in the dilute phase [Cboundclient ]bulk can be calculated from the total number of
clients per scaffold in the dilute phase multiplied by the corresponding scaffold monomer
concentration in the bulk phase.
Note that the concentrations cU, cI, and ccl appearing in the partition functions all
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SIM Module Concentration(50µM)
2479.6 2720.2 2885.1 2856.5 2889
50 60 70 80 90
SUMO Module Concentration(µM)
Table 2.2: Experimental SUMO module concentration in droplets
represent the concentration of molecules that have not formed intermolecular bonds. These
values must be determined by numerically solving the equations Ctot = ci∂Q/∂ci for scaffolds
and Ctot = ccl + φC
bound
droplet + (1 − φ)Cboundbulk for the client. Here Ctot is the total (bound and
unbound) concentration of the relevant molecule and φ is the volume fraction occupied by
the droplet phase. The droplet volume fraction can be determined from the experimental
values7 of the dilute and droplet protein concentrations using Ctot = φCdroplet +(1−φ)Cdilute.
The client partitioning provides further evidence for our structural model (Fig. 2.25). The
1D calculation captures the relative peak heights and locations, neither of which are sensitive
to the free parameter. With the aid of a free parameter, the calculation quantitatively agrees
with experiments for SUMO concentrations less than 80 µM. Above this concentration, the
calculation systematically underestimates client recruitment, which again is consistent with
increased SUMO scaffold content as the 1D approximation fails.
Monovalent client
We have calculated the monovalent client (SIM1) partition coefficient for different scaffold
concentrations shown in Fig. 2.22. It has been observed from Fig. 2.22 that,
1) PC is low for equimolar mixtures of scaffolds.
2) PC increases for small excess of the complementary scaffold and then begins to diminish
gradually at higher scaffold inequality.
Our calculation closely agrees with experimental PC7. While analyzing PC curve (Fig. 2.22),
we need to see the role of free client and bound client in the condensate and solution. At














Figure 2.22: Monovalent SIM client partition coefficient: Non-monotonic client partition-
ing appears even though weak binding affinity of monovalent SIM clients results in slow PC
change.
enough sticky end defects in the assembly. Clients are mainly bound in gap defects but their
number are also tiny due to low monovalent client binding affinity. The number of clients
that are bound with scaffolds in solution are also small due to small binding affinity and
low free scaffold concentration. Here, the free client concentration are dominant in the PC
calculation which are equal for both the condensate and bulk. That is why PC is low (∼ 1).
In the case of small inequality of scaffold, chain length increases which opens up more sticky
end defects where clients can bind so the PC increases. If we go to very large inequality,
we will observe that PC starts to diminish. In this case, client density in the droplet turns
out to be practically steady in light of the fact that shortest possible chain length has been
reached. Therefore, they can not open more sticky end defects but scaffold concentration at
solution increases consistently.
Divalent client
We have calculated divalent SIM client PC for a fixed SIM module concentration [50µM ] and
SUMO module concentration ranging from 50µM -90µM and compared with experimental
PC7, they look close to each other [Fig. 2.23]. At equal module concentration, PC is low
likewise in monovalent client. In case of small inequality, odd N-mers opens up more sticky





















Figure 2.23: Divalent SIM client partition coefficient: The magnitude of client PC elevates
with valence (binding affinity) of clients.
to decrease even if there are a large number of sticky end defects. In this case, there are
a large volume of scaffold monomers in solution so that client not only binds with scaffold
assembly but also with monomers in solution. The non-monotonic patterns begins at an
earlier concentrations for divalent client compared to monovalent clients.
Trivalent client
We have calculated trivalent client (SIM3) partition coefficient for different scaffold concen-
trations shown in Fig. 2.24.
Experiment
Theory


















Figure 2.24: Trivalent SIM client partition coefficient: Increase in client valence not only
increases PC magnitude but also the location of PC peak.
Likewise in monovalent and divalent client, we observe the non-monotonic client parti-
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tioning behavior but the non-monotonic trend starts at an earlier concentration for trivalent
client than that for divalent and monovalent clients. We find that the maximum value of PC























































Figure 2.25: The scaffold composition that optimizes client recruitment depends on the
client valence. (a) The transfer matrix theory (lines) captures the shift in the experimental
(dots) partition coefficient peak as the client valence increases. The high affinity of trivalent
clients is more sensitive to both the appearance of defects in the droplet and the presence of
free scaffold in the bulk. Experimental data from Banani et al. (b) Concentration of unbound
SUMO modules in the dense and dilute phases. Excess scaffolds, and associated defect sites,
are initially bound in the droplet as shown by the blue curve (given by ρg times the droplet
poly-SUMO concentration). However, above 70 µM additional poly-SUMO accumulates pri-
marily in the bulk phase, which has a defect density of 10cU (red). The scaling factor applied
to the droplet curve is approximately equal to the ∼ 0.01 volume fraction of the droplets.
Therefore, these curves approximately represent the number of defects sites in each phase.
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If we analyze these three client PCs together, the most striking feature of the PC is the
non-monotonic dependence on the poly-SUMO concentration (Fig. 2.25a). This can now be
understood as follows. Small excesses of poly-SUMO scaffold are readily incorporated in the
droplet, which increases the PC by providing more sites for SIM clients to bind. However, as
previously discussed, the 1D filaments are limited in their ability to accommodate unequal
stoichiometry. As the filament ends become saturated with the abundant scaffold species,
excess scaffold monomers are forced to accumulate in the dilute phase (Fig. 2.16). At
SUMO concentrations above 75 µM the number of unpaired SUMO modules in the dilute
phase exceeds those in the dense phase (Fig. 2.25b). These free scaffolds compete for clients,
which increases client concentration in the dilute phase and lowers the PC.
The client binding response is sensitive to the valence and binding affinity of the clients.
Increasing the client valence increases the maximum value of the PC and shifts the peak
toward equal scaffold stoichiometry. The increased affinity of clients through higher valence
allows them to bind more readily to the sticky ends that appear with a small excess of
complementary scaffold. However, the larger valence of these clients means that there is
comparatively lower configuration entropy when binding to small defects. Therefore, when
free scaffolds appear in the dilute phase, the favorable entropy provided by 10 consecutive
binding sites overwhelms gap binding. Conversely, low valence clients have lower affinity,
requiring a higher defect density for appreciable recruitment. But, they do not feel a con-
finement entropy in small defects, so they are sensitive only to the total number of available
binding sites in the two phases (Fig. 2.25).
2.3.5 Network structure can provide binding specificity.
Up until this point, we have studied the behavior of clients partitioning into the droplets
for different valence clients having their fixed binding affinities. In this section, we have
considered variable client binding affinity to study how the scaffold network acts with differ-
ent valence clients having variable binding affinities. Not surprisingly, increasing the client’s















































































Figure 2.26: Increasing the client module binding affinity enhances client recruitment with
minimal effect on the location of the peak. This provides separate mechanisms to tune the
location and magnitude of client recruitment. (a) Monovalent SIM and (b) Trivalent SIM
at different module binding affinities. The different effects of client valence and affinity on
the PC curve allow the network to switch between the recruitment of different clients. (c)
With tuned client affinities, it is possible for the network to selectively recruit either the
monovalent or trivalent client in different regimes of parameter space.
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shows PC curves for a monovalent and trivalent client where the binding affinities have been
tuned to have similar peak recruitment. However, because the peaks in the PC curves occur
at different scaffold stoichiometries, the network will predominantly recruit either one client
or the other at different scaffold ratios. Therefore, the zipper microstructure of the droplet
provides independent mechanisms to tune the magnitude (via the affinity) and concentration
(via the valence) of the maximial PC. These orthogonal methods of tuning client recruitment
provide a mechanism by which the structure of the network influences the recruitment of
clients, and thus function of the droplets. This means that, despite the liquid characteristics
of the condensate, there is enough structure to specifically select between two closely related
clients. This is because the zipper structure produces correlations in the location of available
binding sites that biases the ensemble of binding states for multivalent clients. These struc-
tural correlations are not captured by random network models or the original mass action
model of Banani et al.7
2.4 Discussion
Interactions stabilizing liquid states impart functionally relevant condensate prop-
erties.
Comparing these results to the recently determined microstructure of SPOP/DAXX conden-
sates8, an interesting trend emerges. Both the SUMO/SIM and SPOP/DAXX systems can
be described as sticker and spacer motifs42;43, yet the underlying networks have very different
connectivity (Fig. 2.27). Despite the superficial differences, both systems assemble in a hier-
archical manner; strong interactions form molecular complexes and weaker interactions drive
the condensation of the complexes. In the SPOP/DAXX system, strong SPOP-DAXX in-
teractions result in the formation of brush-like assemblies that condense into a liquid phase
via weaker DAXX-DAXX interactions. However, at higher SPOP-DAXX ratios, DAXX
crosslinks SPOP into rigid bundles that associate into a gel state. These distinct states al-
low the scaffold stoichiometry to serve as a kinetic switch between fluid and arrested states8.




Excess SPOP: kinetically arrested gel
Equal stoichiometry: 
poor client recruitment
Small poly-SUMO excess: 
strong client recruitment
Large poly-SUMO excess: 
weak client recruitment
Excess DAXX: fluid droplets
Droplet
Bulk
Figure 2.27: The microscopic connectivity of biomolecule condensates imparts specific
properties. While both poly-SUMO/poly-SIM and SPOP/DAXX condensates form by the
association of multivalent molecules, the assemblies have very different properties. Poly-
SUMO/poly-SIM condensates are composed of linear filaments that provide a client binding
response that is sensitive to the scaffold stoichiometry. SPOP/DAXX assemblies contain a
“kinetic switch” that allows the system to convert between gel states with arrested dynam-
ics and fluid droplets. Here the black lines represent bivalent DAXX molecules, while the
rectangles represent polymerized SPOP rods. Adapted with permission from Schmit et al.
Copyright 2020 by the American Chemical Society.
the strong zipper formation and the weaker network crosslinks, with the presence or lack
of cooperative binding providing the two different energy scales44;45. Also, the filamentous
structure, which is favored by a spacer that is much shorter than the mean intermolecular
spacing, allows for a sensitive control over client recruitment. In both systems the assemblies
are disordered at the length scales of both the strong and weak interactions. However, the
hierarchy gives structure to the fluid in a way that provides functional properties.
We conclude that even within a conserved sticker and spacer framework, differences in
the scaffold valence, linker length, rigidity etc. can result in networks with widely different
properties. It is inevitable that evolution will exploit these differences to optimize each
condensate for its specific biological function. This inspires the question of how to identify
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functionally relevant structure within networks that are visually disordered. Here we have
shown that theoretical modeling is a powerful tool for this task because parameters like Ntot





assembly and RNA folding process in
nucleolus
3.1 Introduction
Nucleus, also called the control center of the cell, regulates cell function. The Nucleus
contains the genome, controls the gene expression and performs several functions which are
organized into sub-compartments.
There are various membraneless organelles inside the nucleoplasm46–55, including the
nucleolus, nuclear speckles, paraspeckles, PML body, cajal body etc. They are formed
through condensation (liquid-liquid phase separation) of molecules into liquid droplets56–58.
Membraneless organelles play a vital role in cellular process such DNA transcription, RNA
processing, protein synthesis etc59. The cell may use these organelles to sequester harmful
components, to store useful biomolecules, to amplify signal pathway, and to concentrate
biomolecules to accelerate the chemical reaction59–66.
There are several condensates in nucleoplasm among which nucleolus is the biggest.
Nucleolus is the site of rDNA transcription, rRNA processing and modification, and pre-
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ribosomal assembly16–18. It contains DNA, RNA and proteins19. The nucleolus has three
distinct sub-compartments14;17;18;46;67 (Fig. 3.1a). The peripheral layer, the Granular com-
ponent (GC), surrounds the Dense Fibrillar component (DFC) and the Fibrillar center (FC).
Different sets of biomolecules inside the nucleus undergo liquid-liquid phase separation into
droplets. These droplets of distinct nucleolar proteins have different biophysical properties.
In particular, the droplet surface tension is a property that can control the spatial organi-
zation of droplets. When two droplets of different surface tension coalesce, the high surface
tension phase embeds within the low surface tension phase. This behaviour is responsible for
the multilayered structure of the nucleolus14. The transcription of rDNA to rRNA happens
at the boundary between FC and DFC region68;69. The processing of rRNA and their cova-
lent modifications occurs at DFC region. The rRNA folding and pre-ribosomal assembly of
ribosomal proteins and rRNA occur in the GC region17;19;70. The nucleolus contains many
chaperones and proteins which are imported from the cytoplasm. The ribosomal subunits
are then exported to cytoplasm for ribosome biogenesis. These mutual exchanges occur
continuously between the nucleolus and the cytoplasm.
There are several proteins in granular component of nucleolus but two primary proteins
that have important role in cellular processes are Nucleoplasmin1 (NPM1)46;71 and surfeit
locus protein 6 (SURF6)72. NPM1 (nucleophosmin) is an essential protein for GC assem-
bly73;74 and acts as a chaperone for rRNA folding. It has several different roles in biological
processes such as DNA repair, chromatin remodeling, embryogenesis75;76 etc. A schematic
diagram for NPM1 is shown in Fig. 3.1c. NPM1 has three domains; two folded domains
(oligomerization domain: OD and RNA binding domain: RBD domain) are separated by a
disorder linker (DL)46. The N-terminal oligomerization domain is responsible for the forma-
tion of NPM1 pentamer, which looks like a “starfish”77 (Fig. 3.1b). The core of a NPM1
pentamer is comprised of the OD and each arm ends with a RBD. The RBD region has net
positive charge through which rRNA can crosslink NPM1 pentamers. The DL resembles a
block co-polymer with alternate blocks of positive and negative charged amino acids77;78.
There are two blocks of positive amino acids (B1 and B2) and two blocks of negative amino














Figure 3.1: (a) Nucleolus has three sub-compartments. (b) Oligomerization domain drives
pentameric NPM1. (c) The block representation of NPM1.
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Surfeit locus protein 6 (SURF6) is a non-ribosomal protein and another one significant for
the ribosomal biogenesis. The N-terminal segment of SURF6 (SURF6-N) has 182 residues
and drives NPM1 to phase separate46. It has net positive charge, with two large positive
blocks separated by a small negative charge block so that we can consider SURF6-N as two
distinct positively charged blocks (Fig. 3.2).
Figure 3.2: The charge distribution of SURF6-N shows mostly positively charged residues
with few negatively charged residues. This charge distribution suggests that we can model it
as a pair of positively charged blocks.
In this chapter, we discuss the GC assembly process and RNA folding process in two
different sections.
3.2 Granular component assembly in nucleolus
In vitro experiments have shown that NPM1 undergoes phase separation due to at least
three different types of interactions.
1) SURF6-N, a positively charged protein interacts with the negative charge of disordered
region of NPM1 molecules46;67;79.
2) rRNA crosslinks pentameric NPM1 through the RBD regions of NPM180.
3) Crowding agents allow NPM1 arms to expand and form intermolecular interaction between
positively charged blocks and negatively charged blocks of two distinct NPM1 pentamers46;67.
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3.2.1 Tails of NPM1 pentamer collapse due to interaction between
charged blocks
The disordered tails of NPM1 consists of alternating blocks of positive and negative charges.
This results in an electrostatic force between alternate blocks which causes contraction
(shown in Fig 3.3 A). In the absence of salt, the electrostatic force between alternating
charge blocks causes them to contract whereas the high salt screens the attractive force
so that they tend to extend46. Here, we discuss the free energy of collapse between the
alternating blocks.
First, consider the A2 negative charge block and B2 positively charged block (see Fig. 3.1C).
The A2 negative charge block has a very high linear charge density (26 negatively charged
residue out 28 amino acids) which favors an extended state whereas the B2 positive charge
block has a low linear charge density which allows it to adopt random coil states (Fig 3.3B).
We have modeled these blocks such that
(i) There are almost no neutral molecules between negatively charged amino acids in A2
block (Fig 3.3 B).
(ii) There are on an average four neutral amino acid between positively charged amino acids
in B2 block (Fig 3.3 B).
(iii) Consider a pair of positive and negative charge binding as shown in Fig 3.3C. There
are three different possibilities for the binding of the next pair of amino acids. First, the
next positive charge could bind with the adjacent negative charge (loop1). Second, the next
positive charge may leave the adjacent negative charge unbound and could bind with third
negative charge (loop2). Third, the next positive charge and second negative charge may
remain unbound so that the next binding event occurs between the third positive charge and
third negative charge (loop3). We have neglected other possibilities of binding.
For each of these three cases, we have calculated the electrostatic attractive energy for
the bonding between negative and positive charge, electrostatic repulsive energy between
positives charges and the repulsive entropy due to constraining the polymer to form a loop.






















Figure 3.3: (A) NPM1 tail experiences electrostatic force. (B) NPM1 A2 block resembles








where lb= 0.7 nm is Bjerrum length and a is the distance between charged residues.
For attractive energy, a= 0.2 nm
For repulsive energy, a= 0.45 nm (for loop 1) and a= 0.7 nm (for loop 2 and 3)
The loop formation entropy is given by logL, where L is total number of residues in the
loop. The calculation of free energy is shown in Table 3.1.
Loop1 Loop2 Loop3
Entropy (KBT ) log 6 = 1.79 log 6 = 1.79 log 11 = 2.39
Attractive Energy (KBT ) -3.5 -3.5 -3.5
Repulsive Energy (KBT ) 1.5 1 1
Total Free Energy (KBT ) -0.2 -0.7 -0.1
Probability 28 % 47 % 25 %
Table 3.1: The free energy for each of the states shown in Fig. 3.4C representing the
interaction between adjacent charged blocks on NPM1 tail.











In loop1 and loop3, there are equal number of positive and negative charges. But loop2
has an excess unbound negative charge and the probability of loop2 is 50%. Based on these
probabilities, we expect that the total eleven positive residues in B2 block will cover around
sixteen of the negative residues in the A2 block. The total free energy of binding between the
blocks is given by: < E >= −N logQ = −17KBT . Hence, the average energy per positive
charge is ∼ −1.5KBT .
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A similar calculation can be done for SURF6-N molecules interacting with the A2 block
of NPM1 shown in Table 3.2 are the energies of the loop states . The free energy of binding
between NPM1 and SURF6-N is given by: < E >= −N logQ = −21KBT and, hence, the
average energy per charge binding between NPM1 and SURF6-N is ∼ −1KBT . This value
∼ −1KBT is lower than average energy per binding ∼ −1.5KBT in NPM1 tail collapse which
is due to the fact that SURF6-N has lower charge density than the B2 positive block.
Loop1 Loop2 Loop3
Entropy (KBT ) log 10 = 2.3 log 10 = 2.3 log 19 = 2.94
Attractive Energy (KBT ) -3.5 -3.5 -3.5
Repulsive Energy (KBT ) 1.5 1 1
Total Free Energy (KBT ) 0.3 -0.2 0.44
Probability 28 % 47 % 25 %
Table 3.2: Calculation of different energies existing in each loop during NPM1 and SURF6-
N interaction.
As we discussed earlier, the eleven positive charges in B2 block will cover only sixteen of
the negatively charged residues in the A2 block. This allows the positively charged SURF6-N
to interact with the remaining ∼ 10 negative charges in the A2 block in such a way that
SURF6-N makes a bridge between tails of distinct NPM1 pentamers as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Since the charge distribution in two halves of SURF6-N is roughly symmetric, the first half
can interact with one pentamer whereas the second half interacts with the tail of distinct
pentamer. This forms the crosslinks between NPM1 that drives the phase separation.
3.2.2 NPM1 and SURF6-N drive phase separation
In our model, the NPM1 pentamers are treated as a lattice gas occupying a volume fraction




= φ log φ+ (1− φ) log (1− φ)− χφ2 (3.3)
where V0 is the volume of a NPM1 pentamer. The first two terms represent the entropy of




Figure 3.4: In vitro experiment provides the phase diagram for three different cases.
SURF6-N crosslinks NPM1 pentamer in either cases. (A) Wild type NPM1 (B) NPM1 with
out RBD region (C) NPM1 with out both RBD region and B2 block.




where Fdense = − logQdense = − log (1 + csurfe−E2) and Fdilute = − logQdilute = − log (1 + csurfe−E1)








where z = 5 is the co-ordination number of NPM1 pentamer, the log term describes the free
energy of pair of NPM1 arms. In the soluble state (denominator of log term) the arms are
independent, so they can be unbound or bind to a single SURF6-N molecule with energy E1.
In the aggregated state (numerator of log term) the arms can be unbound or a SURF6-N
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binds with two arms of distinct pentamer with energy E2. Now Eq. 3.3 becomes,
F ∗ V0
V







Now, we need to find the monomer concentration of SURF6-N necessary to drive the





= 0 (This is a required condition for phase separation). On solving, we get















Using Mathematica we can numerically solve the double tangent construction for phase
separation, which gives the dilute phase and dense phase NPM1 concentration. The free
energy of phase separated system has two minima or we can draw a common tangent line
which touches two point on free energy curves. The corresponding concentrations for two
minima or at which common tangent line touches the free energy curve give the dilute and
dense phase concentration. These concentrations depend on E1 (binding interaction between
a NPM1 arm and a SURF6-N in solution state), E2 (binding interaction due to a SURF6-N
crosslinking two arms of distinct NPM1 in condensed state).
Here we would like to hightlight that we are splitting the electrostatic interaction into
two parts: (a) Short range force for NPM1 tail collapse (Table 3.1) and NPM1-SURF6-N
interaction (Table 3.2) (b) Long range Debye-Huckel potential for repulsive force between
unbound negative charges in NPM1 arms.
The electrostatic interaction energy is very complicated for disordered polymers like this.
We start by making the simplest possible approximation in which the polymers are treated








where q1 and q2 are the two charges, lb is the Bjerrum length, κ is the screening parameter,
a is the radius of the charge, and r is the distance between the charges. We will neglect the
screening term for the moments (valid if r = a). The screening length at salt concentration
Csalt = 150mM is given by
κ =
√
2 ∗NA ∗ q1 ∗ q2 ∗ Csalt
εrε0KBT
' 1.25 ∗ 109nm−1
where NA is Avogadro’s number, KB is the Boltzmann constant, εr is dielectric constant, ε0
is permittivity of vaccum. Here, we have considered three NPM1 variants studied by46.
(a) Full NPM1 (WT):
In the WT case, there is only enough unbound negative charge on NPM1 to bind one
half of SURF6-N due to the interaction between the B2 region and the A2 region. In the
condensed phase, the other half of SURF6-N can also find an adjacent NPM1 tail (Fig. 3.4A).
Using Table 3.1, Table 3.2, and Eq. 3.7, we get E1 = −10KBT , E2 = −15KBT .
b) NPM1 without RBD domain:
This case is similar to case first except we do not have the RBD region (Fig. 3.4B) so
that the net negative charge in the NPM1 tail increases which causes an increase in the
repulsive energy. Hence, using Table 3.1, Table 3.2, and Eq. 3.7 we get, E1 = −10KBT ,
E2 = −14.5KBT .
c) NPM1 without RBD domain and B2 positive block:
In this case, the electrostatic attraction exist SURF6-N and the A2 negative block of
NPM1 tail in solution state while in the condensed state, the SURF6N interacts with A2
block of two distinct NPM1 arms (Fig. 3.4C). Hence, using Table 3.1, Table 3.2, and Eq. 3.7
we get, E1 = −17KBT , E2 = −21KBT . .
Fig 3.5 shows the calculated phase separation regime which is qualitatively similar to the
experimental result46.
In case of NPM1N188 (NPM1 variant which has no RBD region and B2 block), there is no
short range polymer collapse due to absence of the positive B2 block and the RBD region.
The long range Debye-Huckel interaction between the NPM1N188 A2 block and the positively
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Figure 3.5: It compares our theoretical phase diagram with the in vitro experimental phase
diagram for three NPM1 mutants (a) NPM1WT (b) NPM1N240 and (c) NPM1N188. Green
dots and black dots represent experimental demixed and mixed phase respectively, and red
dashed line represents our theoretical phase separating lines. Qualitatively, our theoretical
predictions are in good agreement with experimental findings.
charged SURF6-N drives phase separation. We observe that the critical SURF6-N concen-
tration increases as NPM1 concentration increases. This is because there is more repulsion
between NPM1N188 due to the high charge density of the A2 block so that more positively
charged SURF6-N are needed to oppose the repulsive force. But in case of NPM1WT and
NPM1N240 (which has no RBD region), the tail collapses due to short range forces between
the A2 and B2 blocks. The tail now has low net negative charge. If we increase NPM1 con-
centration, NPM1 are easily accessible and hence, small numbers of SURF6-N are sufficient
to drive phase separation but for very high NPM1 concentration (not shown in figure), if
we increase NPM1 concentration more SURF6-N are required in relative proportion to drive
the phase separation. Qualitatively, Phase separating lines for NPM1WT and NPM1N240 are
similar but there is a quantitative difference due to the fact that NPM1N240 has no RBD
domain (i.e., it has more negative charge than WT).
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3.3 NPM1 protein acts as a chaperone in the rRNA
folding process
3.3.1 Introduction
It is thought that the phase separated environment of the nucleolus facilitates the maturation
of ribosome46. Ribosomes are responsible for reading encoded mRNA to synthesize proteins
from amino acid carried by tRNA20. Newly synthesized proteins are a random coil of amino
acids which need to fold into a stable 3D structure.
Many proteins do not fold themselves. Sometimes, they exist in misfolded state or non-
native form81. They may lead to pathological aggregates or may be degraded due to inter-
action with proteases. In many cases, even native proteins become denatured as a result
of cellular stresses81;82. Proteins might need assistance from other proteins to stop fur-
ther degradation83 or the formation of pathological aggregates of unfolded, misfolded and
non-native forms82. Those proteins that facilitate correct protein folding are called chaper-
ones84;85[Fig. 3.6]. Chaperone can break apart aggregates, stop the denaturation of native
forms by stress, and aid the formation of native structure from unfolded, misfolded, and non
-native forms81;82;84;86. There are many chaperones inside the cell and they are necessary for
life87;88.
Similar to how protein chaperone assists protein folding, other chaperones aid RNA fold-
ing by preventing or resolving misfolding states89. RNA has two types of folding problems
(a) kinetic trapping in an alternative conformation (b) difficulty in existing the thermody-
namically preferred tertiary structure90. RNA binding proteins can help to resolve either
of RNA folding problem. Non-specifically binding proteins can acts as RNA chaperones by
helping the RNA escape kinetic trap whereas specifically binding proteins may act as RNA
chaperones by stabilizing specific tertiary structure91.
As we discussed earlier, NPM1 undergoes phase separation either due to crowding agents
or due to interactions with rRNA or positively charged proteins. These modes of interactions







Figure 3.6: The schematic diagram for chaperone represenataion. Ribosomes produce un-
folded proteins. Stress may denature the native protein into unfolded or misfolded state.
Chaperone assists unfolded and misfolded protein to get their native form. Some chaperone
prevents to occur protein aggregation and some chaperones break apart the aggregation.
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at the GC-DFC boundary, then exchanging NPM1-rRNA interactions for NPM1-SURF6-N
interactions as rRNA folds92. When rRNA misfolds it is thought that NPM1 in the nucleolus
acts as a RNA chaperone by assisting unfolding rRNA so that rRNA can search for the proper
configuration in the next attempt. In the following, we will present a model describing how
NPM1 can facilitates the folding process.
3.3.2 Methods
When rRNA folds, it forms Watson-Crick helicos that we refer to as “zipper”. We assume
that the rRNA can form many different zippers, most of which are incorrect or misfolded. The
chaperone NPM1 will help unzip these misfolded regions. We call the free energy difference
between the misfolded state and unfolded state the zipper height or zipper barrier. In order
to compare the effect of chaperone folding rRNA, we consider two cases (i) rRNA with out
chaperone: In this case we assume, rRNA unfolds itself due to thermal motion. Here, rRNA
may exist in two states (Fig. 3.7A) either the folded state or the unfolded state. (ii) rRNA
with chaperone: In this case rRNA unfolds due to both thermal motion and chaperone
assistance. Here, system msy exist in four states (Fig. 3.7B). They are, A: folded rRNA,
B: partially opened rRNA due to thermal motion, C: NPM1 interacting with a partially
unfolded rRNA, D: NPM1 interacting with fully unfolded rRNA. In this section we have
introduced three different methods in order to check the effect of chaperone (NPM1) binding
in converting between the misfolded and unfolded states.
Matrix method
In matix method, we calculate the probability of unzipping the misfolded rRNA with and
without the presence of chaperone (NPM1). In order to see in detail how matrix method
works, lets start with a general case and then, apply it to our rRNA/NPM1 case.



















Figure 3.7: (A) Misfolded rRNA unzips itself in the absence of chaperone. It has two states:
E0 represents folded state and E1 represents unfolded state. (B) NPM1 assists in unzipping
misfolded rRNA. There are four possible states: A represents folded rRNA, B represents
partially opened rRNA, C represents NPM1 (indicated by star) interacting with partially
opened rRNA, D represents NPM1 interacting with fully unfold rRNA. The orange dashed























where, kij is the rate of i → j transition. Since the probabilities are time dependent i.e.
PA(t), PB(t), PC(t)....., let us convert the partial derivatives into discrete time.
∂P
∂t
→ P (t+ ∆t)− P (t)
∆t
(3.9)
Then Eqn. 3.8 becomes,













= k∆t is the transition probability in time ∆t.
Similarly,



































Now, we want Eqn 3.10 in matrix form, which gives the change in probability after time
∆t.
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Let us consider the rRNA case, where A is our initial state and D is the final state
(Fig. 3.7B). We have assumed that once system reach D state, it remains there (zipper is
fully unfolded). Our model (Fig. 3.7) only allows transitions between adjacent states, for
example, system at state B can move to state A or state C but can not jump to state D



























The probability of each state after N steps is given by,
~P (t+N∆t) = MN ~P (t)
= U−1(UMU−1)NU ~P (t)
= U−1(D)NU ~P (t)
(3.16)
In Eq. 3.16, D = UMU−1 is a diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4....,
λ’s are the eigenvalues of matix M. The largest eigenvalue is λ1 = 1 and has corresponding
eigenvectors representing the equilibrium distribution of states. We take second largest eigen
value of M which represents slowest transition, in this case from state A to D. The probability
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of transitions from initial state A to final state D is given by
P = 1− λ2
where λ2 is second largest eigen value of the matrix M.
Now lets calculate the transition probability in the two different cases shown in Fig. 3.7:
(a) System without chaperone: Consider a two state system with an energy difference
∆E (Fig. 3.7A) and the ratio of transition rates satisfies the detailed balance relationship
K−
K+





Finding the second largest eigenvalue from above matrix and subtracting from 1, we get
the probability to unzip the misfolded state will be: P = K−e
−∆E.
(b) System with chaperone: Consider a misfolded rRNA has free energy ∆E . In
Fig. 3.7B, state A represents fully misfolded rRNA, state B represents the partially opened
rRNA zipper, state C represents NPM1 interacting with a partially unfolded states and state
D represents NPM1 interacting with fully unfolded rRNA. Now, we have two questions.
(i) Does the chaperone help to increase probability of unfolding the zipper?
(ii) If chaperone helps, what is the best position of NPM1 in the zipper?
In order to answer these question we have considered all positions of NPM1 in the rRNA
zipper(Fig. 3.8).
After writing matrix elements for each position and evaluating the probability, it is ob-
served that the chaperone increases the probability of transition to the unfolded state and the
effect is maximum when chaperone binds halfway through the unfolding process (Fig. 3.8).
The ratio of maximum probability with chaperone to without chaperone is approximately
equal to the exponent of the NPM1 interaction energy, therefore, the beneficial effect in all
cases arises from lowering the energy of the unfolded state. However, the location effect
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Figure 3.8: Figure shows the probability of unfolding rRNA as the function of chaperone
position in the zipper. rRNA has the total zipper length or barrier of 10KβT . We have taken
the several different position of NPM1 in zipper length. Cartoons indicate NPM1 binding to
the early, middle, and late stage unzipping.
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cannot be captured from this single free energy argument.
Analytic method
In this section, we calculate the average time required to unfold the misfolded rRNA with
and without the presence of chaperone (NPM1).
(a) Single step model
This model is analogous to the misfolded rRNA without chaperone in which there are two
states shown in Fig 3.9 with energy difference ∆E so that the ratio of transition rate between








Figure 3.9: Two state zipper system similar to Fig. 3.7A








The average required time to unfold the rRNA zipper = e∆E/K−.
(b) Three step model
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This model represents the system with chaperone (rRNA in the presence of NPM1) as in
Fig. 3.7B. First, we calculate the general expression of average time required to reach the
final state 3 from initial inital state 0 (Fig. 3.10) and then, apply the result into the our











Figure 3.10: Three step model is a general version of a system rRNA along with presence
of chaperone NPM1 (Fig. 3.7B). Fig. 3.7B is also a three step model but the step 2 has lower
enery than the step 1.
Let us consider a three step model which has four states (0,1,2,3) and the transition rates
between states shown in Fig 3.10. We are going to calculate the average time required to
travel from initial state 0 to the final state 3. If system reaches state 3, we call it a successful
walk but if system returns again to the initial state 0, we call it failed walk. Suppose there
are N walks among which the number of successful walks is PsN and the number of failed
walks is PfN . The total elapsed time for these N walks is PsNts + PfNtf .






Psts + Pf tf
)−1 (3.18)
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Fig. 3.11 shows the ways to get the successful and failed trajectories. It is clear from
Fig. 3.11A,B that system can move any number of times between states 1 and 2 but success
or failure depends on whether it reaches to state 3 or state 0 respectively.
𝑡0 𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑃1+ 𝑃2+
𝑡0 𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑃1+ 𝑃1−𝑃1+ 𝑃2+
𝑡0 𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑃1+ 𝑃1−𝑃1+ 𝑃1−𝑃1+ 𝑃2+
(A) Successful trajectories in the three steps model
(B)  Failed trajectories in the three steps model 
𝑡0 𝑡1 𝑃0+ 𝑃0−
𝑡0 𝑡1 𝑡0𝑡1 𝑃0+𝑃0− 𝑃0+𝑃0−
Elapsed time
Elapsed time
Probability of each step
Probability of each step
Figure 3.11: The schematic representation of (A) successful trajectories and (B) failed
trajectories in three steps model. Here, the probability of transition from 0→1, 1→0, 1→2,
2→1, 2 →3 are P0+, P0−, P1+, P1−, P2+ respectively. Similarly, the average time to travel
from 0→1, 1→2 or 1→0, 2→3 or 2→1 are t0, t1, t2 respectively.
The probability of transition from 0→1, 1→0, 1→2, 2→1, 2→3 are P0+, P0−, P1+, P1−, P2+
respectively. Similarly, the average time to travel from 0→1, 1→2 or 1→0, 2→3 or 2→1 are




[(t0 + t1 + t2) + n(t1 + t2)]P1+P2+(P1−P1+)
n
=






In Eq. 3.19, the first term (t0 + t1 + t2) gives the time for shortest walk consisting of three
forward steps. The second term n(t1 + t2) accounts for additional time hopping between
states 1 and 2, n times.
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In Eq. 3.20, the first term (t0 + t1) represents the shortest failed trajectory and again, the
second term n(t1 + t2) represents additional time hopping between states 1 and 2, n times.
The total success probability is given by








where, P0+ = 1
(3.21)
In Eq. 3.21, the term P0+P1+P2+ represents the minimal set of moves 0→1→2→3 in
every trajectory while the sum accounts for the different number of hopping between states
1 and 2.
Similarly, total failure probability is,








where, P0+ = 1
(3.22)
where P0+P0− is the probability of the shortest walk 0→1→0.
Hence, total probability must be 1.
































Hence average time per successive move is given by (Eq. 3.18).
Average time per success =

















Application of three steps model to NPM1 and rRNA
Let’s apply the results of three step model to a system in which NPM1 (chaperone) interacts
with the misfolded rRNA so that energy of E2 state is lower than E1 state. In this case E0
represents a zipper of misfolded rRNA, E1 represents partially opened zipper, E2 represents
the chaperone interacting with partially opened zipper and E3 represents the unfolded rRNA
with NPM1 still attached as in Fig 3.12.
In our case, we set the downhill processes to have the same free energy, K0− = K1+ =
K2− = K−, K0+ = K0−e
−(E1−E0) = K−e
























Figure 3.12: NPM1 acts a chaperone to unfold the misfolded rRNA. State E0 represents
a zipper of misfolded rRNA, state E1 represents partially opened zipper, state E2 represents
the chaperone interacting with partially opened zipper and state E3 represents the unfolded
rRNA with NPM1 still attached.


























The probability that the system moves from E1 to E2 is given by,














Similarly, the probability that the system moves from E2 to E1 is given by,
P1− = 1− P2+ =
1
e(E1−E3) + 1
Substituting all these values in Eqn. 3.25, we get the result as,
Average time per success = t0A+ t2(1 +B + C) (3.26)
where, A = (2 + eE3−E1), B = 2e
E1−E3+1
2(eE1−E3+1)
and C = (1
2
eE1−E3 + 1)












Figure 3.13: Figure shows the total average time taken to unfold rRNA zipper as the
function of chaperone position in the zipper. rRNA has the total zipper length of 10KBT .
Chaperone lowers the total time about by eEh(Eh= NPM1 interaction energy). We have
assumed that E0 = −10KBT,E1 − E2 = Eh = 3KBT , E3 = E
′
3 − E2 = −Eh.
Eq. 3.26 is plotted in Fig. 3.13. It is seen that the average time per successful trajectory
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is lower in the presence of chaperone (Fig. 3.13),i.e., the chaperone helps to lower the barrier.
We observe the minimum time occurs when the chaperone binds at the middle of the zipper.
The ratio of minimum time with out chaperone to with chaperone is approximately equal to
the exponent of the NPM1 interaction energy.
This calculation for the unzipping time is consistent with the matrix calculation of the
transition probability. In both cases the enhancement due to the chaperone is approximately
equal to the exponent of the NPM1 interaction energy. These two methods confirm the








Figure 3.14: Random walk in one dimension
We have attempted to understand how chaperone (NPM1) assists the unfolding of mis-
folded rRNA using a simple random walk. The total number of base pairs bound in the
misfolded rRNA zipper is considered as the total distance (grid) to travel by random walk.
Consider each base pair in the zipper as a grid, unfolding the zipper is a random walk that
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ends on the right side and folding the zipper means a random walk that ends on the left side
as shown in the Fig. 3.14.
In an unbiased random walk, the probabilities to move right (unzip an unit) and to
move left (zip an unit) are equal (i.e. Pzip = Punzip = 1/2.) but in a biased random walk,
the probability of zipping an unit of zipper is larger than that of unzipping, for example,
Pzip = 4/5 & Punzip = 1/5. In each time step, random walk goes to either the left (zip) or the
right (unzip). We have accounted the average (average of 10 repeats) total time step spent
to unzip barrier (zipper) of different length in both types of random walk which is shown in
Table 3.3.








Table 3.3: We calculate the total time steps taken to unzip the zipper barrier as the function
of zipper length in both unbiased and biased random walk.
It is observed fron Table 3.3 that total time steps taken is proportional to square of zipper
length for an unbiased random walk93.
In this method, we have assumed that the presence of a chaperone breaks a longer zipper
into the two smaller pieces. If the chaperone breaks a longer zipper into two smaller zippers,
total time steps taken to unzip the whole barrier is the sum of total time steps taken to
unzip these two smaller barriers. Now we are going to figure out that which one is easier to
unzip either a full zipper or the two smaller zipper of same total length. From Table 3.3, it
is seen that for both biased and unbiased random walk,
(1) The total time steps to fully unzip single barrier is greater than the sum of total time
steps taken to unzip two smaller barriers of same total length.
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(2) The total time steps to unzip two smaller zippers of equal length is always smaller than










where, L= total length of zipper, N=1,2...L
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time steps to unzip two small barrier of unequal length.
Let us compare this model with our system of misfolded rRNA in the presence of chap-
erone molecules (NPM1). The binding of NPM1 at any position of misfolded rRNA zipper
splits a zipper into two smaller zippers. We have a result that total time steps to unzip two
smaller zipper is always smaller than that to unzip a single zipper of same total length, i.e.,
NPM1 lowers the zipper barrier. Also, we have an another result that total time steps to
unzip two equal zipper is always smaller than that to unzip two unequal zipper of same total
length, i.e., the middle of the rRNA zipper is the best placement for the chaperone NPM1
to be most effective.
Hence, all three methods indicate that the chaperone lowers the barrier height and the
middle of zipper is the most effective chaperone position to lower the barrier.
3.4 Discussion
Nucleolus is very important cellular bodies for the existence of life. It involves in major
cellular processes such as DNA transcription, rRNA processing and modification, ribosome
biogenesis etc. We have applied our modeling technique to the nucleolus to determine its
internal structure and learn how this contribution to function. It has been observed from
our study that preribosomal subunit construction is the result of phase separation of nu-
cleoplasmin (NPM1) molecules due to electrostatic interaction with SURF6-N protein. The
interaction between NPM1 and SURF6-N not only drives phase separation but also detaches
the rRNA and NPM1 interaction as a result rRNA folds. NPM1 also acts as chaperone
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moleculecule to unzip the misfolded rRNA and the middle of the zipper is the most effective
position of the chaperone to unfold the rRNA.
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Chapter 4
The prediction of antibody viscosity
from dilute solution measurements
4.1 Introduction
Antibodies are method of treatment of many diseases21;22. It can take several hours to deliver
a therapeutic dose of antibodies to a patience if prepared at low concentration. On the other
hand, high concentration solutions can be administered in a single injection, but may have
a high viscosity that creates problems in production and subcutaneous delivery27;28;94–103.
Unfortunately, the viscosity issue only shows up late in the development pipeline. There
are not adequate strategies and guidelines to test antibody viscosity in early development so
that Pharmaceutical companies can focus on low viscosity candidate molecules or optimize
possible candidates for lower viscosity. A better approach would be to predict viscosity from
dilute solution experiments104–106. Since viscosity is a many body problem whereas the dilute
solution measurements only reveal two body effects, we need a hypothesis that connects low
concentration measurements to viscosity.
Antibodies have sharp rise in viscosity at low volume fraction compared to colloids. The
high viscosity of antibody when compared with rigid body28 is not only caused by excluded






Figure 4.1: Schematic represenation of antibody
of long, flexible polymers. It has been observed from experiments that antibody possesses
mainly two type of self-association25;26;109;110 (a) binding between antigen domains (Fab−Fab
interaction, which we call Head-Head, HH binding). (b) binding between the antigen domain
and the constant domain (Fab − Fc interaction, also called Head-Tail, HT binding). Both of
these result in elongated complexes. These extended but flexible complexes entangle with
each other resulting the sharp rise in solution viscosity. To address impact of inter-molecular
interaction, we have introduced an entanglement model25;26 to predict antibody viscosity.
The entanglement model provides the connection between two-body effects (binding affinity
of molecules) and many-body effects (solution viscosity). In this chapter, we clarify how this
model enables the prediction of antibody viscosity from low concentration measurements.
There have been previous attempts to predict viscosity in the early stage of antibody
development but they do not yet have satisfactory reliability. Dilute solution measurements
such as ACSINS and DLS (we have explained about ACSINS and DLS in method section)
are one promising approach. Our entanglement model has revealed some limitations in
these dilute solution measurements and provided insights into how they can be refined. One
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limitation is that some experiments are not sensitive to certain interactions, for instance,
ACSINS experiment can not detect HT interactions, only HH binding. Other limitations are
that dilute solution experiments can not detect any many body effects or identify molecules
prone to forming branched complexes.
The correlation between dilute solution measurements has helped us to identify and filter
outliers to make these experiments more reliable in predicting viscosity. Our entanglement
model acts as a bridge between dilute solution experiments and viscosity so that we can




Figure 4.2: Different types of antibody binding (a) Head-Head (HH) binding (b) Head-Tail
(HT) binding
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Affinity parameter gives the distribution of complex sizes.
Here, I have summarized previous work in our group to determine the size of antibody
complexes25;26.
There are mainly two formss of association between antibody molecules: HH and HT
binding.
(a) Head-Head (HH) binding: Head-Head (HH) binding is the binding between antigen
binding domains of antibody molecules, as shown in Fig. 4.2A. The equilibrium constant for





where C2 is the dimer concentration and C is monomer concentration.





Since the same interaction site is responsible for the addition of each molecules, K is
same each molecular addition. The grand partition function of the system is the sum of the
concentration of monomers and all longer complexes.
Q = C +KC2 +K2C3 +K3C4 + .....
= C(1 +KC +K2C2 +K3C3 + ....)
(4.3)






The average size of complexes is given by





1 + 4KC − 1
(4.5)
(b) Head-Tail (HT) binding: Head-Tail binding is the binding between antigen binding
domain and the constant domains of an antibody. While writing partition function, we have
to include the fact that HT binding could form multiple distinguishable complexes from the
same number of monomers. The calculation accounting for this is given by Ramallo et al25.




1 + 4SC + S2C2 − (1 + SC)
√
1 + 6SC + S2C2
(4.6)
where S is equilibrium constant for HT binding.
It is clearly seen from Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6 that the equilibrium constant or binding affinity
parameter controls the size of complexes.
Reptation gives dynamical properties (kinetics)
Antibody complexes can be modeled as a polymer. At certain concentration of polymer,
the random coil volume of polymer covers the whole volume of solution and above this
concentration, the polymers are entangled. This threshold concentration is called the overlap
concentration. Above the overlap concentration, entangled antibodies can be treated as a
semidilute polymer solution26. In semidilute regime, the viscosity is proportional to the
product of the elastic modulus G and the longest relaxation time τ 111.
n ∝ Gτ (4.7)
The movement of an entangled polymer in semi-dilute regime looks like the motion of a
polymer in a tube111. Encircling and entwining polymer molecules form such a virtual tube.
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Now, The diffusion path of polymer within the tube resembles as a creeping snake112. The
term reptation explains the diffusion path in an entangled polymer.




















where ns is solvent viscosity, ν ∼ 35 is flory exponent and C
∗ ∼ L1−3νb−3 is the overlap
concentration111.
This reptation model is valid if the polymer length is much larger than the monomer
size. However, this model provides reasonable agreement with experiments, even though the
average length of complexes, between 3 to 10 molecules, is too short to satisfy the criteria26.









1 + 4KC − 1
)3 (4.11)
where A is a proportionality constant with the value 5.4 ∗ 10−8cp(mg
ml
)3.75 obtained by fitting
this model to experiments26. It is seen that the viscosity of antibodies in the semidilute
regime not only depends on concentration but also depends on the binding affinity.
In conclusion, our entanglement model connects the binding affinity of molecules with




AMGEN provided us with a data set containing viscosity, ACSINS measurements and DLS
measurements of sixty three antibodies. We used the ACSINS diffusion value, ACSINS
plasmon shift, DLS kD values, the viscosity around 70 mg/ml and viscosity around 150
mg/ml in our analysis. In this section, we briefly discuss about the experiments and their
measurements.
ACSINS Method
ACSINS (Affinity-Capture Self Interaction Nanoparticle Spectroscopy) is a new approach
to measure monoclonal antibodies (mABs) self-association101;104–106;114;115. In this method,
gold nanoparticles are coated with capture antibodies and non-capture antibodies (Fig. 4.3).
Capture antibodies bind human mABs to be tested from dilute solution whereas non-capture
antibodies do not interact with the test antibodies but they prevent test mABs from inter-
acting directly with the gold nanoparticle. These coated nanoparticles create a crowded envi-
ronment for low concentration mABs to self-associate through multi-body inter-molecular in-
teraction. Antibody self-associations can be measured in two ways; the apparent diffusion of
nano-particles and the plasmon wavelength λp which is the maximum absorbance wavelength
in the visible spectrum. Change in the plasmon wavelength upon self-association of antibod-
ies reflects the strength of self-association i.e. the large change in plasmon wavelength(∆λp)
indicates stronger self-interaction between mAbs. The ratio of capture to non-capture anti-
body also controls the association of nanoparticles by controlling the density of test mABS.
(a) ACSINS amplifies weak interaction.
ACSINS not only creates the crowded environment for human mAbs to self-associate but
also amplifies weak interactions between mAbs. This amplification depends on the ratio of
capture to non-capture antibody which are used to coat the gold nano-particle. The higher
the ratio, more test antibodies captured on a gold nanoparticle and hence, the more weak
interactions between nanoparticles (Fig 4.3). We can tune the strength of interactions be-




















Figure 4.3: The schematic diagram of ACSINS method (a) gold nanoparticle coated with
only non-captured antibody doesnot assist further assembly. (b) the ratio of capture to non-
capture antibody control the self-association of antibody (c) gold nanoparticle coated only
with capture antibody amplifies weak interaction to a large extent (d) large shift in plasmon
wavelength is the indicator of strong self association.
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(b) ACSINS does not see HT intercations.
Since the capture antibody is designated to bind the tail of human mAbs, ACSINS allows
the self-interaction of human mAbs only through head-head interaction i.e. ACSINS method
is blind to HT interactions (Fig 4.3).
(c) ACSINS diffusion (Nanoparticle diffusion) is not sensitive to strong interac-
tions.
It has been observed that ACSINS diffusion (Nano-particle diffusion) quickly decays with
binding affinity, but is not sensitive to strong interaction (Fig. 4.4A). If capture antibody
density is high, it amplifies the weak interaction so that it forms the longer complexes even

























HH interaction parameter (viscous k)
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Figure 4.4: The ratio of capture to non-capture antibody in coated gold nano-particle de-
termines ACSINS sensitivity range. (a) Strong interaction with high capture antibody may
result fractal form (b) Size of fractal structure is almost same for large assembly
The size of fractal structure is given by R ∝ N
1
df , where df is fractal dimension and N is








For high binding affinity (strong interaction), each cluster has large number of nanoparti-
cles. It is seen from Fig. 4.4B that cluster size changes significantly even for small growth but
for large cluster, R varies weakly with N so that the diffusion coefficient is sensitive to small
clusters (weak interaction) but it is almost constant for large cluster (strong interaction).
(d) ACSINS lambda shift is not sensitive to weak interaction.
In ACSINS, antibody self association can also be assessed by the change in plasmon wave-
length. Plasmon shift depends on the volume of the nanoparticle cluster. As shown in
Fig. 4.5A, the volume for smaller clusters is low where as that volume is high for larger
complexes. Therefore weak interactions that form small sized complexes (Fig. 4.5B) have
a small plasmon shift. As a result weak interaction are not distinguishable because the in-
terior volumes of small sized clusters are almost same. But from Fig. 4.5B, it is seen that
nano-particle plasmon is sensitive to large clusters because the volume increases significantly
in large size clusters.
Since both ACSINS and DLS are not sensitive to strong interaction, plasmon shift could
be the most appropriate way to measure strong particle affinity but there are still some
outliners for strong interaction (Fig. 4.5B). This could be because the strong interactions are
prone to kinetic traping so that strongly interacting systems are sensitive to waiting time.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
DLS is a light scattering experiment in which the particles are illuminated by laser light and
scattered light is studied by a detector. The information imprinted in the scattered light
can be used to determine the particle size and mutual diffusion coefficient27;104;116–118. The
mutual diffusion coefficient (Dm) is a measure of rate of a non-equilibrium mass transfer
process.119. The plot of the mutual diffusion coefficient (Dm) as a function of antibody
concentration(C) (Eqn. 4.12) gives self diffusion coefficient (Do) as a y-intercept value and






















Figure 4.5: Plasmon shift measures the strength of mAbs self association. (a) Volume that
tends to form cluster determines the plasmon shift (b) Plasmon shift is sensitive to strong
interaction but not for weak interaction. The outliers may be the result of kinetic trapping
in the strongly interacting system.
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measurement of molecular movement or displacement due to the thermal motion.
DM = DO(1 + kDC) (4.12)
Eq. 4.12 shows the first order concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient. The
diffusion interaction parameter (kD) is very useful to study the interaction of molecules
120.
If kD is negative, the diffusion coefficient decreases with concentration, which indicates that
the molecules are attractive. Positive kD values are indicative of repulsive inter-molecular
interactions for which diffusion coefficient increases with concentration. The value of kD
depends on the solution environment such as PH, ionic strength.
Zoom
(A) (B)
Figure 4.6: This graphs shows free particle diffusion for different binding affinity range.
Binding affinity (K) represents viscous behavior of of molecules. (A) DLS is not sensitive to
strong interaction (B) Zoom in of free particle diffusion only for low viscous molecules. Free
particle diffusion decays linearly with binding affinities of low viscous molecules.
Fig. 4.6A shows that strong interaction are only outliers, i.e., DLS sees HT interaction.
Therefore, DLS addresses the inability of ACSINS to detect HT interaction but it also has
difficulty with strongly interacting molecules.
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4.2.3 Proposed method
In previous section we have discussed some drawbacks in dilute solution measurements so
that they are not successful to predict about all molecules. The following are the proposed




Figure 4.7: Nono-particle diffusion quickly decays with binding affinity. Plot (a) and (b)
are same but are plotted in different affinity range.(a) Nano-particle diffusion is not sensi-
tive to strong binder (Generally, molecules with binding affinity larger than 0.01 are strong
binders (SB).) (b) Nano-particle diffusion is blind to HT interaction. Three molecules at
the center of right side figure which have large ACSINS diffusion but binding affinity is not
low. This discrepancy between the viscosity and the ACSINS diffusion can be explained if
the nanoparticle capture antibodies block the interaction that drives viscosity. Therefore, we
predict these are HT outliers.
(a) Reduce capture antibody density: As we discuss earlier, ACSINS diffusion is not
sensitive to strong interaction (flat region in Fig. 4.7A) but if we reduce the capture antibody
density, we can reduce the number of antibody-antibody interaction between nanoparticles.
This can shift the ACSINS diffusion back into the sensitive range. In case of reduced capture
antibody density weak interaction may not form longer complexes (flat region in Fig. 4.8)
































too weak to bind
bind too strong to be sensitive
Figure 4.8: Adjusting the density of capture antibodies whether ACSINS is sensitive to
strong or weak binding.
(b) Filter HT molecules: ACSINS does not see HT interaction (Fig. 4.7B) but DLS does.
If we plot ACSINS diffusion (ACSINS DiffC) and DLS diffusion (kD) together, we expect
they will show a linear relationship as long as the interaction sites are accessible in both
experiments. Therefore, we predict the outliers in the plot are HT molecules. This provides
a method to filter these molecules in our prediction algorithm. Alternatively, if we choose
two different types capture antibody which could bind either the head or tail of the test
mAbs, we can separately test HT interactions by ACSINS (Fig. 4.9).
(c) Avoid kinetic trap: The plasmon shift is sensitive to strong interaction and is a promis-
ing approach to assess the strong interactions but there are still some outliers. These outliers
may be the result of kinetic trapping. Kinetic trapping, an outcome in which proteins are re-
strained to non-equilibrium conformations because of an energy barrier that cannot be quick
overcome with out external force or extended timescales. The strong interaction regime
where the plasmon shift is sensitive is particularly prone to kinetic trap. The equilibrium
time for strong interactions is long due to the time required for bonds to break and re-form.
Therefore, the waiting time (time between sample preparation and measurement) may effect
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Standard AC-SINS Proposed solution
Figure 4.9: Inverted ACSINS mechanism could solve HT problem.
the experimental result. To avoid being kinetically trapped, we can reduce the strength of
weak interaction by reducing the capture antibody density (Fig. 4.8).
(d) Find best fit line: Based on the sample data set, we can predict the viscosity from
ACSINS diffusion values or DLS kD values which is described in the following steps. (i)
Sample data provides the viscosity at two different concentration points. Using our entan-
glement model, we can determine the binding affinity from these two viscosity values for
each molecules. (ii) Then, we plot “Nano-particle diffusion vs binding affinity” and “Free
particle diffusion vs binding affinity” for all sample molecules. Next, we find the best fit line.
(iii) Using the best fit line, we can estimate the binding affinity for given ACSINS and DLS
value for the test set molecules. (iv) This best fit line can be used to calculate the viscosity
of new molecules using the entanglement theory.
The method described in (a)-(d) is shown as the flow chart in Fig. 4.10.
4.3 Results
We have sample data of about 60 molecules, which provides ACSINS diffusion, DLS kD
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Figure 4.10: Flow chart of the proposed method for predicting antibody viscosity.
two viscosity value and our entanglement model, we calculate binding affinity parameter, K,
for each molecule. Then we plot ACSINS diffusion vs binding affinity for sample data. The
following are the steps we have taken.
4.3.1 Classification of molecules
Comparing ACSINS to the viscosity, we identify four groups (Fig. 4.11): 1) HT group:
These molecules have very high ACSINS diffusion values, but also have a high viscosity.
2) Strong Binders (SB) group: These molecules have low ACSINS diffusion values and
very high binding affinity. But ACSINS diffusion is not as low as the regression line would
predict. 3) False Positive (FP) group: These molecules have both low ACSINS DiffC
values and viscous values. It is unclear what may cause this discrepancy but they do not lie
within the range of our interest because they are low viscosity molecules. 4) Trend Line





Figure 4.11: Comparision of the ACSINS diffusion and solution viscosity reveals four
groups. (A) Molecules having very high binding affinity are the Strong Binder(SB) groups.
(B) The same plot as ‘(A)’ but binding affinity range is limited. Molecules having both
diffusion and binding affinity high are classified into HT group. Similarly, molecules having
both diffusion and binding affinity low are classified into the False Positive (FP) group. Other
molecules which follow the expected trend between diffusion and viscosity are the Trend Line
(TL) group.
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4.3.2 Filtering HT molecules
If we plot nanoparticle diffusion (ACSINS DiffC) vs free particle diffusion (DLS kD), they
show an linear relationship as shown in Fig. 4.12. There are big outliers in the upper left
corner of the graph which we predict are HT binding molecules because those interactions
can not be seen by the ACSINS method.
Figure 4.12: We expect the linear relationship even though nano-particle diffusion and free
particle diffusion are two distinct diffusion parameters. The relation between two different
diffusion measurements identifies the HT outliers enclosed in a red circle.
We have proposed that these molecules can be assessed by ACSINS if we reverse the
capture orientation on half of the nanoparticles so that HT binding between mAbs is possi-
ble 4.13).
4.3.3 Finding regression line
Our entanglement model implies that the viscosity is the function of concentration and length
of complexes (η = AC3.75L3, where length L is the function of concentration and binding
affinity). We calculate binding affinity for each molecule using viscosity at two different point
concentrations. Then, we plot the ACSINS diffusion coefficient (DiffC) vs binding affinity































Viscous (k) Viscous (k)
(A) (B)
Figure 4.13: (A) ACSINS measurement does not detect HT interactions (see cartoon) so
that we see the data points scattered from the best fit line. (B) We propose inverted ACSINS
(see cartoon) to measure HT interactions and generate a best fit line for HT molecules (data
and trend line are cartoons).
The best regression equations for these two cases are as follows:
DiffC = 4 exp−K∗750 (4.13)
kD = 55−K ∗ 14000 (4.14)
From these relations we can predict the antibody binding affinity from ACSINS and
DLS measurements. Then, we can predict the concentration dependent viscosity using our
entanglement theory.
4.3.4 Testing our hypothesis in new data set
After developing the algorithm described above, AMGEN provided us with a test set of 17
molecules with ACSINS diffusion coefficient (DiffC) and DLS interaction parameter (kD).
The predicted viscosity as the function of concentration for these test data set are shown
in Fig. 4.14. The comparison of actual viscosity and viscosity predicted from ACSINS and
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DLS measurement are shown in bar plot (Fig 4.15).




















Viscosity predicted AC SINS Viscosity predicted DLS Kd Measured viscosity @ ~ 150 mg/mL
1        2         3        4        5         6        7        8         9       10      11      12      13      14      15 16      17
Figure 4.15: Dilute solution measurements looks promising to predict the antibody viscosity.
It is clearly seen from bar diagram (Fig 4.15) that our predicted viscosity matches well
with actual viscosity although there are also outliers. In cases where the ACSINS viscosity
prediction is much lower than the DLS viscosity prediction, the DLS viscosity and the actual
viscosity are in good agreement. This is the expected signature of HT binders. If the
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actual viscosity is much larger than the ACSINS viscosity prediction and the DLS viscosity
prediction, such molecules belong to the strong binder (SB) group. If we apply the sample
set observation into test set molecules, molecule 1 is an HT candidate and molecules 2, 7,
9 and 15 are possible SB candidates (Fig 4.15). The modified dilute solution experiments
suggested above can be used to test these predictions and validate our method.
4.4 Discussion
The large mass of antibody required for therapeutic doses requires high concentration that
can result in problematic viscosity in production and delivery. Predicting antibody viscosity
in the early stage of development pipeline could assist in cost reduction. The reason for sharp
rise in antibody viscosity at the required dosing is identified as similar to the entanglement
of long, flexible polymers. Recent years, there have been many efforts to predict antibody
viscosity from dilute solution measurements. Our entanglement model26 links two-body
binding affinity to the many-body viscosity. In this study we have connected dilute solution
measurements to the binding affinity of molecule in order to allow binding affinity to act as
a bridge between dilute solution measurements and viscosity. Our model has been successful
in predicting viscosity from dilute solution measurements except some outliers. We have not
only identified the outliers but also explained the physical mechanics behind these outliers
and proposed the solutions to make the dilute solution measurements more efficient. The




Conclusion and future works
5.1 Conclusion
In the concentrated biomolecules system, there is the potential for many types of inter-
molecular interactions. We have found that the structure of these systems can be described
in a hierarchical manner such that relatively strong interactions, form the molecular com-
plexes, while weak interaction drives the many body effect. In the SUMO/SIM system,
strong SUMO/SIM interactions form zipper-like network, whereas weak cross-links in defect
sites drive phase separation44;45. In human mAbs, strong interactions between domains form
the elongated complexes, whereas entanglement causes the sharp rise in viscosity. In the nu-
cleolus, strong interaction among the N-terminal domains of NPM1 drives NPM1 pentamers
whereas weak interaction (NPM1-SURF6, NPM1-rRNA) drives the phase separation and
facilitates the formation of pre-ribosomal sub units.
In chapter two, we discussed the structure-function properties in bio-molecular conden-
sates. There are large number of membrane-less organelles inside the cell which are formed
by the condensation of large number of molecules. A small number of molecules, called
“scaffolds” produce a phase separated network with liquid-like properties, and these net-
works recruit other molecules, called “clients”. We studied the synthetic system of phase
separating molecules designed by Rosen and co-workers7. There are two types of scaffolds
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(polySUMO/polySIM) and two types of clients(SUMO/SIM). Since the condensed phase a
lower density than we would expect for a random network, we propose that molecules are
aligned to form a zipper structure and these zippers have defects in the bonding structure
that allow for the subsequent formation of a network and client recruitment. Our theory pre-
dicts the non-monotonic client partitioning behavior similar to that are seen in experiments.
At equal scaffold concentrations, even N-mer complexes are more favorable than odd N-mers
in the condensates. At unequal scaffold concentrations, odd N-mers are more favorable than
even N-mers whereas at high scaffold stoichiometric mismatches, shorter odd N-mers are
more favorable and excess monomer starts to accumulates in the solution. The filamentous
structure constrains the scaffold stoichiometries and the distribution of client recruitment
sites that the network can accommodate. The filamentous micro-structure of the droplet is
sensitive to the valence and binding affinites of clients, which provides independent mech-
anisms to tune the magnitude (via the affinity) and the location (via the valence) of client
recruitment. With tuned client affinities, it is possible for the network to specifically select
between closely related clients in the different regimes of parameter space. This confirms
that even though condensate are liquid droplets, they have enough structure to bind differ-
ent valence clients and the change in body composition due to different scaffolds/proportions
which allows the system to change the functionality of the droplets.
In chapter three, we discussed the concurrent pre-ribosomal assembly and rRNA folding
process in the nucleolus. The nucleolus is the largest condensate in the nucleoplasm which
is the site of DNA transcription, rRNA pre-processing, and pre-ribosomal assembly16–18;46.
We applied our modeling techniques to the nucleolus to determine its internal structure and
understand how this structure relates to the ribosome assembly function. The outermost
layer of nucleolus is the site of pre-ribosomal assembly and rRNA folding. The primary
protein for these processes is NPM1. We modeled the interaction between the NPM1 and
positively charged protein like SURF6. Phase separation is a competition between collapses
of oppositely charged blocks and the long range repulsion. We also modeled the folding and
unfolding of rRNA in early assembly. We found that NPM1 acts as a chaperone to fully
unzip the misfolded state so that rRNA re-attempts to fold. In our model, we have developed
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(a) matrix method which accounts the probability of unzipping misfolded rRNA due to
chaperone. (b) First passage calculation (which accounts the time taken by misfolded rRNA
to fully unzip with chaperone assistance) (c) Random walk method: In this computation, we
account total number of discrete time step required to unzip the misfolded rRNA in case of
chaperone assistance). We have found that the chaperone NPM1 helps to unfold misfolded
rRNA by lowering the zipper barrier and the middle of the rRNA zipper is the best position
of chaperone to unzip the rRNA zipper.
In chapter four, we discussed the importance of dilute solution measurements to predict
antibody viscosity. The concentrated solutions required for efficient dosing possesses high
viscosity that creates problems in drug formulation and subcutaneous delivery. We present
a physics-based model to predict viscosity at early stage of development which promises to
reduce the cost of drug development. Our model assumes that interaction between antibody
variable domains results in the formation of elongated complexes and these complexes en-
tangle with each other25;26. Our entanglement model accounts for the reptation dynamics of
these complexes and shows that the viscosity not only depends on concentration, but also
on the binding affinity of molecules. Therefore, knowing the binding affinity of molecules
assists in predicting antibody viscosity as a function of concentration. We have used the
data from dilute solution measurements to predict the binding affinity of molecules. The
dilute solution experiments (ACSINS and DLS) measure the strength of self association of
molecules104. Our entanglement theory determines the binding affinity of each molecules
from measured viscosity values in sample data set. We plot the regression line between these
binding affinities and the corresponding dilute solution measurements. These regression lines
are used to predict the binding affinity of molecules from ACSINS and DLS measurements.
Our entanglement theory then predicts the viscosity from these binding affinities. Our model
enables the prediction of antibody viscosity from dilute solution measurements. We have
proposed physical mechanism for the outliers as well as experimental modification to account
for these mechanisms in the future.
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5.2 Future works
We can extend our work on SUMO/SIM droplets to study the formation of other cellular
condensates inside the cell and their structure-function relationships. In SUMO/SIM sys-
tem, the size of linker length is fixed (which is 12 amino acids) and both scaffolds have same
length (deccavalent scaffold). We can extend our work to study how variable linker length
and unequal valence scaffolds affect condensate formation and the functionality of droplets.
In the nucleolus project we observe only the phase separation due to hetero-type NPM1-
SURF6 interactions. We can extend our work to understand how homotype (NPM1-NPM1)
interactions with the aid of crowding agents, drives phase separation. Also, our three (ma-
trix, analytic, random walk) methods tells us that NPM1 chaperone lowers the zipper barrier
in misfolded rRNA. We can test the prediction of the model using a computer simulation
that more closely mimics the real system. In the antibody project, we have proposed phys-
ical mechanisms for outlier molecules in the dilute solution measurements and experiments
to test for similar molecules. Experiment testing these proposed mechanisms will allow us
to analyze more about the outliers and it will significantly contribute to better viscosity
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A.1 Binding affinity parameter
We have some unknown parameters in grand partition function of zipper molecules. To
facilitate the comparison of our theory with experiment, we have to reduce these number of
unknown parameters.








where Ztrans = V is total volume of system, Zmomentum = λ
−3 where λ is the de Broglie
wavelength and Zint = ZrotZelec.....




Total free energy for a system of N molecules,
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∴ logKd = ∆F + F0 (A.5)








Table A.1: Scaffold Dis-
sociation constant




TableA.1 shows the experimental data for polySUMO-polySIM dissociation constant for
different scaffold valency. The fitted value of unknown parameter through Eq.A.5 using
experimental data [TableA.1] are ε = −2.23KBT and F0 = −9.4KBT . With these two values











After getting fitted value of ε and F0, we have an unknown parameter left. It is client-
scaffold binding affinity. We have taken appropriate value of client-scaffold binding affinity







Table A.2: Client binding
affinity
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A.2 End Vectors and Transfer Matrices
Total grand partition function (Eq. 2.10) of the system is:

















The two summation terms represent filaments starting with SUMO or SIM modules.
In our formalism, filaments begin at the right end and grow right to left by application
of the transfer matrices. The starting vectors VUR and VIR initiate the assembly with an
imperfectly aligned dimer. These dimers have v− 1 different states where v is the valence of
the scaffolds. These states have free energy e−(v−n)εgi(n) where n = 1, 2, 3....v− 1, and gi(n)
is the gap partition function for the sticky end defect at right end of the filament. These





























VUR and VIR are identical apart from the client species that can bind in the gap partition
functions gU and gI, where the gap partition functions are labeled with subscripts that
describe the client that they bind.
The transfer matrix Mi for deccavalent (v = 10) scaffolds is given by

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 zie
−9ε
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 zie
−8ε zie
−8εgi(1))


















































Where zi is the fugacity of the attached molecule and gi(n) is the gap partition function for
a gap of n unbound modules. Again, the matrices MU and MI are identical apart from the
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fugacity of the added molecule and the client species that binds in the gap. Since adding
a SUMO molecule will leave a gap of unbound SIM modules, the gap partition function gU
describes the binding of clients composed of SUMO modules.
Applying N transfer matrices to the right vector generates a vector V(N + 2) describing
a filament containing N + 2 scaffold molecules. Each element of the vector is a polynomial
giving the partition function of a filament terminating with a different length sticky end.
The left vectors, ViL, serve three purposes. First, they collapse the filament vector into a
scalar polynomial that gives the complete partition function of the filament. Secondly, the
left vector provides the statistical weights for client binding at the left sticky end. These two
functions can be served by a vector of the form
Vi = {gi(1), gi(2), gi(3), gi(4), gi(5), gi(6), gi(7), gi(8), gi(9)}
The third function of the left vector is that it must account for the fact that a filament
can terminate with either species of scaffold. That means that the final left vectors are given
by
VUL = VU + VIMU (A.11)
VIL = VI + VUMI (A.12)
A.3 Monomer Concentration vs total concentration
The quantities cU and cI appearing in our calculations represent the concentration of scaffold
molecules that have not formed intermolecular bonds. In contrast, the more experimentally
accessible quantity is the total scaffold concentration Ctot, which includes molecules that










Fig 2.16 plots the free scaffold concentrations as a function of the total SUMO module
concentration. There are several observations to make from this plot. First, when the scaffold
concentrations are equal the monomer concentrations are very low, on the order of 10−10 M.
This is much lower than the dilute phase concentration reported by7. The discrepancy is due
to the fact that most molecules in the dilute phase are in the perfectly aligned dimer state.
This state satisfies all the available bonding sites, rendering the scaffolds inert to further
assembly processes.
Second, when one scaffold is in excess, SUMO in this case, the monomer concentrations
diverge widely (note the logarithmic vertical axis). This is because the low concentration
scaffolds are mostly consumed in complexes with the higher concentration module. The
depletion of low concentration modules results in an excess of high concentration modules
that increases as the stoichiometry asymmetry increases.
Third, it is useful to compare the concentrations in Fig 2.16 to the 105 M−1 affinity for
monovalent SUMO-SIM binding7. At equal scaffold stoichiometry, the scaffold monomer
concentrations are much too low for monovalent binding to occur. This justifies our ap-
proximation of strictly 1D filament formation because most of the gaps only have one or two
unbound sites. However, when the SUMO module concentration reaches 90 µM (a 9:5 excess
over SIM), the concentration of free SUMO module scaffolds is ' 14 µM. This is comparable
to the ' 0.1 µM concentration of clients, so monovalent binding cannot be neglected.
A.4 Excess monomer scaffold binding at defect sites
When the scaffolds are present at unequal stoichiometries, the excess scaffold accumulates
at concentrations where monovalent binding in the gaps becomes significant. At large asym-
metry, the excess scaffold monomer concentration (' 1 µM) is about ten times greater than
the total client concentration (' 0.1 µM) so that monomer scaffold binding is more favorable
than client binding at defect sites. Therefore, we need to correct our 1D filament model to
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Figure 1: Excess monomer scaffold concentration binding at defect sites in crosslinked fash-
ion.
allow for perpendicular binding of scaffolds. As a first correction, we consider the “t” con-
figuration illustrated in Fig. 1. This correction only allows for monovalent binding, which
we expect to dominate given the small size of gaps in the filament.






Where K1a = 10
5 M−1 is the monovalent SUMO-SIM binding affinity7. This affinity is
multiplied by a factor of 10 to account for the degeneracy of binding of a decavalent scaffold





is the concentration of SIM defects in the network droplet. The latter quantity is calculated
from the concentration of SIM scaffolds in the droplets, cdropletI
7, and the density of defect
sites per SIM scaffold, which is calculated from ρIg = N
−1
tot gU∂ lnQdroplet/∂gU, where we have
used the substitution gU(m) = g
m
U to define gU as the statistical weight of an unbound
SIM module. Again, the subscript follows from our definition of gap partition functions
based on the client that they bind. Note that this correction has not been applied to our
PC calculations, which explains the systematic underestimate of the PC at high SUMO
concentration.
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